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ABSTRACT 
 

 
This project is about creating new markets through Blue Ocean Strategy, an important 

and necessary new perspective on strategy that “… encourages companies to focus less on 

their competitors and more on alternatives, while at the same time focusing less on their 

current customers and more on potential new customers.” (Arline 2015) 

 

This projected started with an executive in the home and lifestyle company GINGER 

Co. Ltd. considering the possibility of diversifying their brand into the Spa and Massage 

business. This is an industry where everybody seems to be doing the same thing and at the 

same time have some interesting growth rates, leaving some interesting space for new 

concepts. However on the other hand the industry is looking rather crowded, thus the 

company is not sure if this would be a viable and lucrative business idea.  

 

The task given by the company for this Individual Study was therefore to look into 

whether this could be a good idea and what a marketing strategy for such a new business unit 

might look like. In other words the executive team was looking for a possible Blue Ocean 

Strategy for the Spa and Massage industry. The objective of the study was therefor defined 

as: 

 

1. To research and evaluate if there is a potential lucrative market position for a new 

lifestyle driven Spa and Massage concept in Bangkok.  

2. To develop a Blue Ocean strategy and outline a marketing parameter mix for such a 

new concept.   

 

With the Spa and massage industry being a typical service industry, the solving of the 

problem started with a discussion and clarification of the nature of service business. This lead 

to the “7P” model as framework for developing the service marketing mix, consisting of the 

well know 4 parameters of Product, Price, Place and Promotion and with the addition of the 

additional three P’s of Physical evidence, People and Process.  

Whereas traditional marketing strategy is focused on competing in an existing market, 

the problem for this study is about creating new business opportunity and if possible new 

uncontested market. This is the focus of Blue Ocean strategy thinking and therefor the key 

analytical framework applied on this case. Thus using the key analytical tool from Blue 
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Ocean strategy: Strategy canvas, 6 paths of innovation and 4-action framework the spa 

industry is analysed and a marketing strategy for a new concept is developed. This strategy is 

then further outlined in the 7P marketing mix.  

 

The data for the analysis consist of secondary data from two consecutive years of 

research conducted by Stenden Rangsit University / Thai Spa Association. Subsequently a 

qualitative interviews study was conducted with the identified target segment including visual 

interview on style and tone of the concept. Together this combination of secondary and 

primary data and quantitative and qualitative data make up the combined set of data for the 

analysis and value innovation process as well as the development of a Blue Ocean strategy 

and 7p marketing mix. 

 

The result is a lifestyle-oriented concept that works across strategic industry groups, 

across alternative industries and complementary services to create a strong value proposition 

for the target segment found to be younger Thai middleclass professionals living in Bangkok.  

 

The project concludes with putting the result of this study into perspective within the 

framework of the Business Modell Canvas to show how the suggested Blue ocean Strategy 

should be integrated and considered within an overall business model and strategy for all of 

GINGER. For example it is crucial for GINGER to considering whether they have the 

strategic capabilities to actually implement this Blue Ocean Strategy in a complete new 

industry. This consideration shall secure that the frontend marketing strategic considerations 

of blue ocean strategy is coherent with the necessary backend key processes, resources as 

well as business partners including suppliers.  Last but not least this should provide the 

information necessary for the financial consideration on cost and revenue structure to do the 

necessary financial analysis and feasibility studies of the project. These analysis lies beyond 

the scope of this project and rest on confidential information not available for this study, 

however this last part of the project put the work of this project into right overall strategic 

perspective of the companies decision on the project. 
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CHAPTER 1:  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1. Organization information 

This Individual Study takes its point of departure in the Thai Lifestyle SME, GINGER 

Fashion Co. Ltd. operating in the home ware and lifestyle business (Hereafter GINGER). The 

company designs, produces and market (retail and wholesale) a range of branded home and 

fashion accessory products. The operation encompasses a fully integrated value chain from 

design, sourcing and production to wholesale and retail, including it’s own retail shops as 

well as partner shops. The main market is Asia including brand shops in Bangkok, Chiang 

Mai, Kuala Lumpur, Seoul, whereas wholesale also include Australia, Japan, UK and a few 

countries in Europe. 

 

The company was established in 1997, by a Danish designer as a sub-supplier and 

sourcing company for American and European lifestyle and homeware companies including 

companies like Urban Outfitter, Zara Home, Rice, Anthropologie etc. 

In 2002 they established their own brand GINGER. In the beginning it was just a small 

fashion and accessory shop in the old part of Chiang Mai. Today it has become the main 

business of the company and has grown into a full lifestyle concept covering fashion, 

homeware, furniture and food.  

 

The core of the activities is a Thai/Danish design department that develops all the 

product designs, shop designs and new concepts including for example a new café concept. 

Together with their own production facilities this forms the backbone of the company. The 

company currently employs app. 130 people. 

 

They describe their particular signature style and tone as “… often slightly quirky with 

a sense of humour and fun details but also functional. Our motto is: we don’t want to take 

ourselves too seriously. We love to mix and match materials and techniques creating unique 

designs with individuality. We see ourselves as a flirtation between the rich vibes of Asia and 

the Scandinavian sense for simplicity and practicality. If we can create a little smile on 

people’s face and the feeling of having seen something inspiring and desirable our mission is 

completed!”(www.gingerb2b.com) 
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1.2. Current Situation of the Organization. 

Being a relatively small company, GINGER is facing intense competition from big 

players with fully integrated value chains and strong business models with substantial 

economy of scale advantages. The company therefor have problems with increasing the 

productivity of the company enough to be able to match the competition on prices through for 

example automation, digitalization incl. MRP systems. However these often require 

substantial investment – investments that requires bigger sales volumes, but as these sales 

volumes requires sharper prices the company is in a tight situation. 

 

The situation has worsened the last few years due to increasing salaries, costs and 

lately by the current situation in Thailand with declining domestic demand. Last but not least 

it is difficult to find skilled professionals with international potential including marketing and 

sales staff, but also creative and innovative designers are very difficult to find. 

 

At the same time the homeware and fashion business is characterized by shifting 

trends that can make design lines redundant within weeks. This makes the design process a 

hit and miss game and represents a substantial risk on inventories of already produced goods 

that can results in substantial depreciations on inventories. 

 

The board of directors are therefor considering different strategic scenarios including 

a plan for how they can utilize their brand value to diversify their business into less 

competitive (Red Ocean) business area and industries. Especially service businesses have 

their attention based on experience from the café business, as many of their core capabilities 

in design and product development can be utilized here.  

 

However in terms of developing new business opportunities, the problem for the 

company is that their current marketing organization is mostly focused on retail and customer 

service. They are therefor not really capable of supporting the board of directors on marketing 

strategy or insights supporting the development of such new concepts and business areas.  

 

The board of directors themselves are mostly strong in design and product 

development, operation, sales and finance, but less experience in new business development 

including business research, concept development and value innovation. On a practical level 

they also lack the resources and time to explore new opportunities.  
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1.3. Identifying the Problem  

Based on a meeting with members of the management team, the task for this project is 

to look into one of the manager’s ideas of expanding the brand into the spa and massage 

industry. Such a possible concept should target the same segment(s) of younger lifestyle 

oriented customers as the companies other products and primarily the taste and lifestyle in 

Asia, with Bangkok as the starting point. GINGER’s biggest b2b as well as b2c market being 

Asian countries and as their products seems to fit best with the taste of Asian customers and 

Asian customers (including Chinese tourists) this is the priority of the company. 

Following the strategy of the brand they want to develop a concept that can be 

expanded outside Thailand, especially within ASEAN to take advantage of the upcoming 

AEC. However to begin with GINGER want to focus on Bangkok. 

Thus the question and problem of this study is to find out if there is a potential 

lucrative business opportunity in the spa business for a new Lifestyle driven Spa and Massage 

concept. This is a very interesting and crucial problem of finding new lucrative business 

opportunities that is at the core of strategic management. It is a problem where Kim and 

Mauborgne have offered interesting insights on developing new business concepts that moves 

the business from fierce red ocean competition to new uncontested blues ocean markets.  

Thus in marketing strategy terms the problem as formulated by the management is a 

classic Blue Ocean Strategy issue. In other word, the problem is whether it is possible to 

come up with a blue ocean strategy for the new concept or not.  

This question can divided into 3 issues: 

Firstly, how is the market situation in the spa and massage industry? This question 

included overall market situation, existing competitors and the demand (customers) in the 

market.  

Secondly, to what extent is it possible to create a blue ocean concept for a lucrative 

business opportunity and what should this strategy look like? That means a concept that could 

tap into or create a demand that is not already subject to fierce competition. Of course this 

question cannot be answered without actually doing the Blue Ocean analysing and concept 

development. 

Thirdly what should a marketing parameter mix for such a concept look like in order 

to grab this opportunity? As shall be seen in the theoretical discussion, the Blue Ocean is not 

so specific when it comes to the actual marketing strategy. Therefor this third question has 

been added to make the project more specific on marketing strategy considerations and easier 

to implement for the company. 
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For GINGER a fourth question remains as to whether the new Blue Ocean concept fit 

the overall strategy of the company, including branding and marketing strategy as well as 

strategic resources and capabilities. These considerations are beyond this study and the 

information available. 

 

1.4. Importance of the Problem  

The problem of this study is important on two accounts. Firstly the management group 

have long considered the Spa and Massage market an interesting opportunity. Thus gaining 

substantial insights into the industry and evaluate the potential for a new concept within the 

scope outline above, including specific input to the marketing strategy for such a potential 

new concept should be an important contribution their decision on whether to move ahead 

with the project or not.  

Secondly the analysis and framework used in this project might provide the 

management team with important knowledge about how to address similar “New business” 

ideas and therefor improve the company’s ability to develop their business, as one of the 

member of the management group mentioned. 

 

1.5. Objective of the Study  

1. To research and evaluate if there is a potential lucrative market position for a new 

lifestyle driven Spa and Massage concept in Bangkok.  

2. To develop and specify a Blue Ocean Strategy for the new concept to create an 

uncontested market and outline a marketing parameter mix for such a new concept.   

 

1.6. Expected Benefits to the Organization 

1) Valuable insight into a possible new business area of the Spa and Massage business 

based on a business research study,  

2) An analysis of the market opportunities, 

3) Development of possible concept and outline a suitable parameter mix for a Service 

Marketing Strategy. 

Based on this, the management teams should have a good basis for their decision on 

whether the Spa and Massage industry offer them a suitable business opportunity for them to 

diversify into 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

As identified earlier, the problem for GINGER and the issue for this project is fairly 

straightforward: Firstly an analysis and review of the spa and massage market should be 

carried out to identify and evaluate the market possibilities. Secondly, based on this analysis, 

a marketing strategy for a new spa and massage concept should be developed.  

 

This means that a theoretical framework for analysing and evaluating the market in 

terms of new business possibilities is needed. This framework will form the basis for a 

research design and data generation as reported later in chapter 3. Secondly a suitable 

theoretical framework for developing a marketing strategy for the spa industry should be 

established.  

 

There are some significant differences between the nature of a products and a service 

as for example massage. There is also a significant difference between marketing products as 

GINGER mainly do now, and market services as they will do in the Spa and massage 

industry. Thus it is important to have a clear understanding of the nature of service and 

service marketing before moving on. Thus before jumping to analysing the market 

opportunities, one need to understand the nature of spa business as a typical service business 

and set up a marketing framework for the specific need of the service businesses. 

 

2.1 The Nature of Service business 

Spa and massage business is often mentioned as a clear service business, but what 

exactly are the characteristics of a service business. In order to be able to understand the 

market, see the opportunities and challenges and develop a proper marketing strategy it’s 

important to understand the nature of service. In fact most offerings are combination of both 

physical product and elements of services.  

 

To start with the basic, we can learn from Kotler and Keller (2013;378) that a key 

characteristic of services is that they are intangible in nature and doesn’t involve transfer of 

ownership: 
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“A service is any act or performance one party can offer to another that is essential 

intangible and does not result in the ownership of anything. Its production may or may not be 

tied to a physical product.” (Kotler and Keller 2013;378) 

 

Further from Grönross 1990, we can learn that services are activities that is normally 

an interaction between the customer and different combinations of the service providers staff, 

physical resources and systems: 

“ A service is an activity or series of activities of more or less intangible nature that 

normally, but not necessarily, take place in interactions between customers and service 

employees and/or physical resources or goods and/or systems of the service provider, which 

are provided as solution to customer problems.” (Gronross 1990 in Fitzsimmons et al. 

2014;4). 

 

Looking a bit deeper into the nature of services reveals that it’s not possible to 

separate service completely from physical goods as physical things or surroundings often play 

a significant role in providing the service. This is definitely true for spa and massage. Thus it 

is more accurate to describe the product-service distinction as a continuum from “Pure 

tangible goods” to “Pure service”: Kotler and Keller 2012 operates with a continuum of 

service where the service component being everything from a minor to a major part of the 

total offering, distinguishing between five categories of offerings – see figure 2.1. 

 
1. Pure tangible good—a tangible good such as soap, toothpaste, or salt with no accompanying services. 

2. Tangible good with accompanying services—a tangible good, like a car, computer, or cell phone, accompanied by 

one or more services. Typically, the more technologically advanced the product, the greater the need for high-quality 

supporting services. 

3. Hybrid—an offering, like a restaurant meal, of equal parts goods and services. People patronize restaurants for both 

the food and its preparation. 

4. Major service with accompanying minor goods and services—a major service, like air travel, with additional 

services or supporting goods such as snacks and drinks. This offering requires a capital-intensive good—an airplane—

for its realization, but the primary item is a service. 

5. Pure service—primarily an intangible service, such as babysitting, psychotherapy, or massage. 

Source: Based on Kotler and Keller 2012;378 

Figure 2.1 Categories of Service Mix 
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Even though Kotler and Keller classify massage as a pure service, in reality it might 

actually be difficult to come up with a pure service concept. For massage it seems to be 

difficult to think of a service concept that doesn’t involve some physical supporting facilities 

or materials, including the location, oils, madras, clothing, a cup of tea etc., very much in the 

same way as a hotel or airline. Thus in practice all business tends to be a combination of both 

physical product and intangible service. 

 

In a study of marketing strategies for Spa operators in Bangkok, Hirankitti, et.al.  

(2009), worked with the following characteristic of services: 

1. Intangible, because they are performance of activities rather than handing over the 

ownership of an object. It can’t be stores and is consumed at the moment of delivery. 

2. Most services, no matter how standardized, are heterogeneous. Especially labour 

intensive services like massage, that varies highly with the specific staff and customer 

involved in the process.  

3. Most aspects of the production and consumption of many services are inseparable.  

4. Services cannot be saved or stores, but are lost if not consumed. Thus if the 

therapist doesn’t have any client the time she waste on waiting and the room rent for that 

period of time can not be stored for later retrieval. 

 

Fitzsimmons et al. (2014) work along the same lines as the above scholars, 

characterizing services as Intangible, Heterogenic, the Simultaneity of production and 

consumption, the Perishable nature of service as well as the Non-transferable ownership 

characteristic of services. However they also add the important insight that services are 

characteristics by Customer Participation stressing the experiences is an important 

characteristic of services. With the customer present in the process of servicing, unlike 

traditional manufacturing, the design of the service process and facilities becomes a key issue 

of service management Normann (1991), Fitzsimmons et al. (2014). This involves everything 

from organizing the sequence of activities that makes up the services process, the careful 

design of all the important moments where the company interacts with it’s customers (so 

touch points), interior design, music/sounds, smell, colours, brochures, websites, staff 

uniforms etc.  
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The important point here is that services are experiences that involve interaction 

between the service provider and the customer. In other words there is more to the experience 

of a spa service than just the process of massaging in itself. More generally, there is more to 

service than just the transactional aspect. (Fitzsimmons et al. 2014;11). This is exactly the 

core of the experience economy and consumer experience economy, where value is created 

by creating engaging services and connecting with the customer in a personal and memorable 

way (Fitzsimmons et al. 2014;11). Especially when it come to differentiation of ones value 

proposition it’s important to realize the importance of feelings and experience as value 

creators in the service industry. 

 

Thus in the same way as design has become a key competitive facto in many product 

categories, service design has become equally important in service business.  

This is important for this case as feelings are an important part of the spa business, and 

evaluating the design and emotional aspect of the industry is as important as evaluating the 

more traditional aspects of the value proposition. With a lifestyle oriented concept this 

emotional aspect becomes even more important and a key element of the value proposition. 

 

2.2. Service marketing strategy and parameter mix 

These differences between traditional physical product and services have to be 

incorporated in the marketing strategy considerations of a service business. When designing 

and implementing their marketing strategy on a tactical level, businesses can work with a 

wide range of parameters to match their value proposition with their target customers.  The 

classic way of grouping all these parameters is the concept of "The 4 P's" – Product, Price, 

Place and Promotion, - that make up the company's marketing mix which together make up 

the end result for the customer.  (Bootanorm and Pongpanich 2014;79) However because of 

the characteristics of services, the traditional 4 P’s framework doesn’t reflect the nature of 

service and is therefor inadequate for working out a suitable marketing plan. Thus an 

additional three “P’s” of People, Physical Evidence and Process of the Service Production 

have been added to form a framework suitable for service business (Booms and Bitner, 1981). 

 

Product deals with the specific services that the company offers as well as 

supplementing products or services. Some of the decisions to be taken when developing and 

designing the service includes: Specific service features, Quality (therapist skills materials 

used etc.) and service safety (customers safety on the location, therapist skills). 
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Price is a key point for any product and extremely complicated issues to work with. 

It’s fare from just a question of keeping prices low. Rather it’s more about matching prices 

with the expectation of the customers or even making a high price an attribute of the product 

driving the demand (Veblen effect). In any case the company must determine the appropriate 

price structure in accordance with the product attributes and the desired positioning. These 

considerations include for example: Sales prices (compared to competitors), Price Strategy 

(Penetration, skimming, etc.) and Discounts and Deals.  

Place is crucial no matter how great a product you have. Being able to make your 

service available to the right customers at the right places and times is often as important as 

the service itself. This includes for example choice of locations, market coverage (intensive, 

selective or exclusive) and availability (opening and service hours, weekdays) 

Promotion (Branding and advertising) is the promoting of the service through 

advertising and other ways of communicating with the customer in order to market the 

product and achieve positive associations. This includes among other things: Key 

story/messages (based on Service Vision), Branding, PR, Advertising and Media planning, 

Personal sales etc.) 

People are perhaps the key asset in any service business. This is mainly the people 

who perform the service directly or indirectly. It is difficult to overestimate the importance of 

having the right people in the service sector, especially in people driven service areas like 

massage and spa. Thus human resource management, including especially training and 

motivating is an extremely important part of implementing any service-marketing plan. 

Physical Evidence refers to the environment (building/room) in which the service is 

performed as well as other physical aspects like brochures, stationery, business cards, 

website, uniforms, lighting, music etc. In service where the quality of the performance itself 

can be difficult to assess, these physical elements are important as evidence and 

communicator of quality, lifestyle etc. It is also important as a creator of the emotional 

aspects of the service. 

Process refers to the specific process of servicing the customers. This is the actual 

flow of activities including information given, the behaviour and helpfulness of the front-end 

staff. Together with the design of the physical evidence this is at the core of the service 

process where the customer through their presence are participating in the delivery of the 

service. This is what creates the experience that you want your customers to have when they 

use your service.   
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Together these parameters constitutes a 7P framework more suitable for the analysing 

and development of service marketing strategy mix (Chartered institute 2009, Hirankitti, et.al.  

(2009), see figure 2.2 for an overview. 

 

 
Source: own making 

Figure 2.2 Service Marketing Mix – 7P’s 
 

2.3. Analysing and creating business opportunities. 

With theses insights on the nature of services and service marketing strategy, the 

attention can now be directed towards the core issue of this project: Analysing, evaluating 

and creating business opportunities. For that purpose a theoretical framework is need for 

mapping the industry and help identify and create a new business opportunity.  

 

Traditionally one would start by considering Porters three generic strategies: overall 

cost leadership, differentiation or focus as input to a strategic analysis of the company’s 

strategic position. This could be done within the 5 forces framework and summarizing the 

issues in a SWOT to access the strengths, weakness, opportunities, and threats (Fitzsimmons 

et al. 2014;130).  The five forces frame work aims at identifying the sources of competition in 

an industry and is great for understanding the competitive situation of a present market. 

(Johnson and Scholes 2002;112) 

 

The problem with this classic marketing strategy approach is that it focuses on 

managing existing business and markets.  In contrast Blue Ocean strategy is focused on 

creating new business opportunities.  One can say that, whereas for example a five-forces 

approach focus on finding way to dominate existing markets, a blue-ocean approach is 

looking for opportunities to create new ones. “Instead of dividing up existing—and often 
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shrinking—demand and benchmarking competitors, blue ocean strategy is about growing 

demand and breaking away from the competition.” (Kim, W. Chan and Renée Mauborgne 

2005a;x) 

 

Whereas the conventional strategic logic drives companies to offer better solutions 

than the competitors to existing demands defined by the industry, the Blue Ocean changes 

focus from competitors to alternatives, and from customers to noncustomers of the industry. 

In doing so the company should resist the old logic of benchmarking competitors in the 

existing field and choosing between differentiation and cost leadership. (Kim, W. Chan and 

Renée Mauborgne 2005A;28). 

 

However even if this works out, it doesn’t mean that the identified strategy will stay a 

winning strategy in the long run. In the service business the entrance barriers are often 

relatively low and a new concept might be copied relatively fast. Thus one thing is to create a 

short-term blue ocean, another is to stay there. Therefor comparing blue ocean and five-force 

approaches to strategy is not only a question of innovation or not, but also a question of 

market dynamics over time… 

 “… as long as there are profits to be had in a particular market, more and more 

vendors will arrive to serve the market until it reaches a saturation point, where everyone 

more or less breaks even” (Burke Et. Al 2010). This means that the blue ocean will 

eventually turn red. “ 

The research shows that the competition will over time erode the advantage and 

profits first gained through market innovation like the one in this project. Depending on the 

entrance barriers this is a slow process, requiring app 15 years. (Burke Et. Al 2010). Thus no 

matter how brilliant your blue ocean strategy is it will only give you a limited time of 

lucrative blue water market. (Herman 2008). 

The lesson here is that Blue Ocean innovation might be the necessary and important 

way of redefining or creating a new market, but down the line the Innovative Blue Ocean 

Strategy might need to be replaced by a competitive five forces strategy – if one can not 

innovate the business again of course. (Burke Et.al 2010). 

When developing a new service concept in an industry like the Spa and Massage 

industry, it is therefor important that the development of a blue ocean concept is followed by 

initiatives to defend the concept and increase barriers for potential competitors. This includes 

consideration on Intellectual properties including trademarking on treatments, using first 
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mover advantage to build and expand the brand as fast as possible to get a market leader 

position, protecting key resources like treatment knowledge by contracts etc. 

 

Business Model Generation 

Even though Blue Ocean Strategy is quite unique in it’s innovative approach and 

focus on marketing strategy, it is of course not the only innovative marketing model. In recent 

years the Business Model Generation framework (Ostewalder and Pigneur 2010) have been 

introduced to secure a holistic and more creative approach to business development. This 

model also has a strong focus on segmentation and creating a compelling value proposition, 

but the real strong side of this model is that it visually and concept wise integrates front end 

marketing consideration with back end fulfilment, production and value chain considerations 

in the tool “Business Model Canvas”. (Se Figure 2.3) The Business Model Generation 

Canvas includes these elements 9 elements: 

Customer Segments, defining the key customers segments that the company aims at 

servicing. These are the customers that the business model and it value proposition should be 

designed around.   

Value Proposition defines the bundle of products and services that together make up 

the value that the company offer to its customers in exchange for the price paid. This is at the 

core of attention both in the business model and the Blue ocean strategy 

Channels defines how the company’s interact with customers in terms of 

communication, distribution and sales channels. These are the touch points the company has 

with its customers and therefor extremely important for the customer experience. 

Customer Relationships defines how the company is relating to there customers 

beyond the simple customer-vendor relationship and transaction. This include social media, 

direct communication and other CRM activities … basically all you do to keep connected to 

your customers, create more customers and boost sales 

Revenue Stream, describes the streams of revenue the business model generates in 

terms of sales, fees and other type of income.  

Key Resources, describes the most important resources required to produce the value 

proposition and operate your business model (physical, financial, intellectual, human). 

Key Activities, describes the most important processes that company must do to 

produce the value proposition and operate the business model. 

Key Partners, describes the most important partners in the value chain that the 

company have to work with to produce the value proposition and operate the business model. 
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Cost Structure describes the main costs of producing the value proposition and 

operation the business model  

 

With value innovation and marketing being the key issue of this study, the focus in 

terms of the Business Model Canvas will be on the Value proposition, Customer segments, 

Customer relationship and Channels as illustrated in Figures 2.3 with the grey shading.  

 Compared to the Blue Ocean framework the business model framework is great for 

strategy development because it makes it clear that these marketing choices have 

consequences and relies on the entire business model. Thus marketing strategy should be 

completely integrated with the overall business model strategy, as the front end marketing 

activities are deeply reliant and integrated with back end activities and resources, e.g. key 

resources, processes and important business partners.  

The marketing strategy will of course also be a key driver for both Revenue Streams 

and Cost Structure of the company. Thus for my “client” the result of this study needs to be 

integrated in the development of a suitable business model.  

 

 
Source: Ostewalder and Pigneur 2010 

Figure 2.3. Business Model Canvas 
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Both in general and in this case, the Business Model Generation framework is a good 

starting point to see the study in the right perspective. It also refers to some very useful tools 

when it comes to gaining customer/user insight for designing value propositions.  

The weakness of the model for the purpose of this study is that it lacks explicit dealing 

with competitors, and can therefor not provide us with a framework to analyse and 

understand the market possibilities of the industry. To put it short, we need insights on both 

competitors and customer, but the Business Model Generation framework is primary good for 

building value propositions and the necessary backend based on customer insight, but lacks 

the insights on the competitors.  

This is exactly where the Blue Ocean framework is strong. Combining customer 

insight with market insights. On the other hand the Blue Ocean framework lacks the business 

models holistic perspective on value innovation that take the whole business system into 

account. This is of course extremely important in terms of being able to actually produce the 

service in a profitable way. However before getting to that the feasibility of the ideas has to 

be analysed and a possible new lucrative market has to be created. Thus as so often, one 

theoretical framework is not enough and the Business Model Generation Framework would 

be great for the company to use in their work with the overall strategic evaluation of the 

opportunity in relation to their resources and business system. However that lies beyond the 

problem of this study and the information available. 

 

2.4 The Blue Ocean framework 

It doesn’t take much analysis to realize that the Spa industry is rather crowded. Being 

an industry with nearly no entrance barriers, you find massage shops and spa on every second 

street of Bangkok. Thus introducing a new Spa concept might seem like a rather questionable 

idea for any company. However so do opening another fast-food restaurant in an already 

crowded fast-food market, as Shake Shack did with great success. The fact is that most 

industries is already full of contenders, but it’s also a fact that very few contenders are 

capable of innovating and basically just compete with similar products for the same 

customers, driving the industries into a vicious spiral of more for less.  

In case of the fast food industry Shake Shack is an example on how rethinking the 

fast-food burger concept with a unique blend of gourmet quality and brand of hospitality a 

company have created a profitable and uncontested position for themselves in the market. 

(Brunner, Rob 2015;76). This might indeed be an approach that could also be applied in the 

crowded red ocean of the spa market. As shall be seen later the spa industry is a growing 
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business and just from the face of it there seems to be plenty of room for innovation, as 

everybody seems to be doing the same thing. Of course this have to be analyse further and to 

do so, one need a framework to develop such a new value proposition. 

To do this, the Blue Ocean Strategy offers a set of ideas and tools that helps 

companies to break out of the red ocean of bloody competition by creating uncontested 

market spaces that makes the competition irrelevant. (Kim, W. Chan and Renée Mauborgne 

2005a;x). The basic line of thinking in Blue Ocean is that the existing markets through the 

on-going competition focusing on competing with each other have turned into industries 

where everybody follows the same “rules” and compete on the same parameters. This is the 

Red ocean of the known market. Here companies are competing for the same customers with 

the same products, and the goal is to create a larger market share of existing demand. 

Competition follow a fixed scheme of rules known to all, and the only way to increase profits 

is to win in the competition, which is pushing the company's profit margin. Red ocean 

symbolizes the bloody battle in this market where everybody is fighting for the same (known) 

customer base. 

In contrast to the harsh competition of the red ocean, Kim and Mauborgne encourage 

managers to seek toward uncontested new waters of markets, where demand is created rather 

than fought over. In these “Blue Oceans” competition is irrelevant as there is still no 

competition. Figure 2.4 summarizes Red Ocean versus Blue Ocean Strategy. 
 

“The only way to beat the competition is to stop trying to beat the competition.” 
(Kim, W. Chan and Renée Mauborgne 2005;4) 

 

Companies need not compete head-on in a given industry space 
(Kim, W. Chan and Renée Mauborgne 2005;10 

 

 
Source: Kim, W. Chan and Renée Mauborgne 2005;16 

Figure 2.4: Red Ocean Versus Blue Ocean Strategy 
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The key to make this happen is “value innovation”. With this concept they challenge 

Michael Porter’s classic idea that to be successful a company most chose either a cost 

leadership, differentiation or focus strategy. Instead their idea is that through the application 

of 4 principles for formulating strategies: 

• Reconstruct market boundaries 

• Focus on the big picture, not the numbers 

• Reach beyond existing demand 

• Get the strategic sequence right, 

… on can create a innovative blue ocean strategy that avoids the trade-off between value and 

cost and creates an uncontested market where companies earn more and customers get more 

value “…the creation of blue oceans is about driving costs down while simultaneously driving 

value up for buyers. (Kim, W. Chan and Renée Mauborgne 2005;17)” 

For the purpose of this project it is primarily the 3 first principles of Blue Ocean 

approach and the use of the associated development tools that is interesting. Kim and 

Mauborgne’s considerations on how to integrate Blue Ocean in the strategy process and 

implementation of the strategy are beyond the scoop of this project. However this should be 

part of the company’s management and implementation process later on.   

Thus for now the focus is on discussing procedures and tools to analyse and create 

value innovation. The overall idea is on one hand to reduce cost by eliminating and reducing 

the factors an industry competes on. On the other hand lift buyer value by raising and creating 

elements the industry has never offered as illustrated in figure 2.5. 

 

 
Source: Kim, W. Chan and Renée Mauborgne 2005;16 

Figure 2.5. Value Innovation: The Cornerstone of Blue Ocean Strategy 
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The Blue Ocean analytical framework basically consist of three tools:  

• Strategy canvas 

• 4 action framework – Eliminate, Raise, Reduce and Create 

• 6 Paths Framework –  Industry, Strategic group, Buyer group, Scope of  

product or service offering, Functional-emotional orientation, and Time 

These tools are applied in a sequence from mapping the competition with the Strategic 

canvas, exploring the 6 paths to creating blue oceans, and see which factors should be 

Eliminated, Raised, Reduced and Created to create the (new) Blue ocean strategy canvas. 

 

The strategy canvas  

The first step to start the process is to draw a strategy canvas comparing the company 

to the competition. In this case a new business unit has to be established and there is therefore 

no existing service offer to compare with the competition. Instead the initial strategy canvas 

can be used to get an overview of the industry and types of competitors. 

The strategy canvas is a graphic framework for both analysing the industry and 

designing new innovative value propositions. Thus it serves two purposes. Firstly it captures 

the current state of play in the known market space. This gives an overview of the factors the 

industry is currently competing on in terms of products, service, and delivery, as well as what 

value customers are offered in the existing market.  

The horizontal axis should capture the range of factors the industry (in this case the 

spa and massage) competes on. These are the factors that are considered the key to the 

promotion of spa and massage to customers in the industry. This is the underlying structure of 

the Thai Spa industry from the market perspective.  

The vertical axis should capture the offering level that buyers receive for each of the 

key competing factors. A high score means that a specific company offers buyers relatively 

more than competitors. The result is a strategic profile – a value curve, as illustrated in the 

example in figure 2.6 on the wine industry 
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Source: Kim, W. Chan and Renée Mauborgne 2005;32 

Figure 2.6 Example of Strategic Canvas 

 

The 4 Action Framework 

In the process of developing a new value curve for the business, Kim & Mauborgne 

suggests to use a Four Actions Framework to systematically create the value profile of the 

business. To be able to create a blue ocean, one have to create an alternative value curve that 

differs significantly from the existing market in terms of the value set for the parameter and 

ultimately add new parameters. This can be done through the four actions. 

First you have to evaluate whether some of the existing parameters is actually 

overdesigned without adding much value if any for the customer. If parameters don’t add 

value they can be eliminated. Secondly one should evaluate whether other parameters – 

without been taken out completely - can be reduced to a level which is considerably below 

the industry standard without reducing the value significantly or perhaps even creating more 

value. Thirdly, it must be decided whether there are parameters that must be raised to be 

above the industry standard. And finally, whether new values, for example from 

complementary industries should be added to create new value parameters for the desired 

customer segment. (Kim, W. Chan and Renée Mauborgne 2005). It is a bit of a puzzle and 

requires industry/customer insights as well as inspiration and creativity to design a new value 

curve. The 4-Action framework is shown in figure 2.7. 
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Source: Kim, W. Chan and Renée Mauborgne 2005. 

Figure 2.7 The 4 Action Framework 

 

The 6 Path Framework 

The last framework represent six different approaches to reconstruct market 

boundaries and thereby change the value curve significantly for example by adding new 

parameters to the curve or change existing to grab customers from alternative or 

complementary industries or non-customers: The six paths are illustrated in figure 2.8 and the 

difference between a head-to-head competition and a blue ocean approach shown. 

The supporting logic of all six principles is to question existing assumptions about the 

market's constitution and thereby redefine the market. Thus to break away from the 

competition managers have to look outside the traditional boundaries of the industry and 

systematically seek inspiration for value innovation by looking across alternative industries, 

across strategic groups, across buyer groups, across complementary product and service 

offerings, across the functional-emotional orientation of an industry, and even across time.  
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Source: Kim, W. Chan and Renée Mauborgne 2005;79 

Figure 2.8 The 6 Path Framework 
 
Path 1: Look Across Alternative Industries: 

Companies do not only compete with companies in its own industry but also with 

companies in other industries that produce alternative products or services. Thus one should 

not only look at services that despite different forms offer the same core utility and therefor 

are direct substitutes for each other. Alternatives also include services that might differ in 

form and utility but ultimately have the same purpose. In the case of spa and massage, the 

decision to go to a spa after a long stressful day at the office might involve the unconsciously 

weighing of alternatives such as going to the movies with some friends, enjoy a intimate live 

music concert, visiting your favourite restaurant or enjoy reading a book at a cool local café.  

 

Path 2: Look Across Strategic Groups Within Industries 

In the same way as blue oceans can be created by looking across alternative 

industries, they can also be created by looking across what Kim and Mauborgne (2005) call 

strategic groups. This refers to rough strategic segments within an industry generally built on 

price and performance, like for example economy carmakers, premium brands and 

luxury/exotic brands. In the spa business one find the same segments of low cost, middle 

class, premium and extreme 6 star spa resorts. The trick here is again to break out of this 

narrow tunnel vision and understanding the factors that determine customers’ decisions to 

trade up or down and based on this decide what element to reduce, raise, or entirely eliminate 

and what new elements could be added to create an entirely new uncontested value 

proposition. In the spa industry one might consider what elements of premium service 
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offering actually make people decided to buy into this kind of service and witch elements is 

unimportant. Perhaps the important elements can be enhanced and the unimportant elements 

reduced or eliminated to create a more compelling value scheme.   

 

Path 3: Look Across the Chain of Buyers 

A third possible path for value innovation is to look thoroughly at the perception of 

the “buyer” applied in the industry. Thus in reality there is often not a single buyer, but what 

Kim and Mauborgne (2005) call a chain of “buyers” who are directly or indirectly involved in 

the buying decision. These “buyers” includes the purchasers who pay for the product or 

service, the actual users, and in some cases also important influencers as well. In some cases 

these three groups overlap, but often they differ and often have different perception of 

“value”.  In the case of the spa industry one could consider which buyer group the industry is 

typically focusing on and if shifting the buyer group could unlock new value? Would there 

for example be a new corporate market for corporate financed massage as part of employee 

welfare policy? 
 
Path 4: Look Across Complementary Product and Service Offerings 

A fourth path for value innovation is to look beyond your own narrow service offering 

and look at possible complementary products and services enabling your own service. For 

example babysitting enable going to the movies. Another great example is NOK air that 

include connecting transportation with their shuttle bus service making it a lot easier to use 

their flight services, for example from Chiang Kong via buss to Chiang Rai and then fly to 

Bangkok. The key here is to look at the total process involved in the use of the service from 

what happens before, during, and after the service. In the case of an urban Spa concept one 

could consider what typically happens ahead of the visit and what happens afterwards. Is 

there any particular pain or jobs that could be included as part of a complementary product or 

service and thus create value innovation? “Untapped value is often hidden in complementary 

products and services.” Kim and Mauborgne (2005;65) 
 

Path 5: Look Across Functional or Emotional Appeal to Buyers 
The fifth path to value innovation is to look beyond the normal base of the 

competition. Some industries are mainly competing on price and functionality with their 

appeal being mainly rational. Other industries are mainly competing on feeling with their 

appeal being mainly emotional. However the appeal of most products are rarely either or, but 
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often a combination of both rational and emotional appeal. Thus breaking with the norms of 

the industry might represent an opportunity for value innovation. In the highly emotional 

driven spa industry, adding more rational elements might represent an opportunity for value 

innovation. As will be shown later, a trend in the demand towards more functional treatments 

is actually emerging right now but remains more or less unfulfilled by the industry.  

 

Path 6: Look Across Time 

The sixth and last path for value innovation is to consider trends across time that 

might affect the industry. This could for example be social media, lifestyle illnesses, 

increasing urbanization, and demographic changes. The ability to understand these trends and 

their impact on an industry represent an opportunity to create a blue ocean strategy.  

Looking at trends, the key point is to find the trends that are decisive to the industry, are 

irreversible, and have a clear direction.  In the case of spa industry on might consider the 

rapidly growing middleclass, increasing urbanization, growing numbers of young 

professional with office work and increasing disposable income. On might also consider 

aging population (Suthiwart-Narueput 2015) or the increasing focus on lifestyle and 

socializing. This is all factors that have the potential to change the spa industry. 

 

Criteria for a good Blue Ocean Strategy 

“To fundamentally shift the strategy canvas of an industry, you must begin by 

reorienting your strategic focus from competitors to alternatives, and from customers to 

noncustomers of the industry. To pursue both value and cost, you should resist the old logic 

of benchmarking competitors in the existing field and choosing between differentiation and 

cost leadership. As you shift your strategic focus from current competition to alternatives and 

noncustomers, you gain insight into how to redefine the problem the industry focuses on and 

thereby reconstruct buyer value elements that reside across industry boundaries. 

Conventional strategic logic, by contrast, drives you to offer better solutions than your rivals 

to existing problems defined by your industry. “  (Kim, W. Chan and Renée Mauborgne 

2005;28) 

 

To emphasize the importance of differentiating significantly from existing industry 

standards and do this in an appropriate manner, Kim and Mauborgne (2005;37) offers three 

criteria for a good Blue Ocean Strategy: 
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• The Value Curve should have focus and represents a strong choice of options. 

• Should diverges from the industry standard and not just be a result of 

benchmarking. 

• It should have a compelling Tagline - an easily understandable and communicable 

point that can guide future choices for both business and customers. 

 

So fare, so good, but as Kampa et al. (2012), mention, Kim and Mauborgne offers no 

clear discussion on how to actually gain customer insights. Thus we need to supplement the 

tools from Blue Ocean strategy with prober market research tool: Further one might argue 

that since they wrote their book in 2005 a lot have happened in business development, 

including design driven (product) innovation. This also goes for development of new services 

where design driven methods offers new innovative methods to gain insights in customer 

pains and subsequently develop new value propositions. For example visual interviews as 

used in this study. 

 

Blue Ocean has been criticised for not delivering on the promises, in that following 

the suggested procedure for developing blue ocean strategies not necessarily automatically 

leads to blue ocean. While the book might be “overselling” a bit, if one takes the book for 

what it is, a collection of ideas on how to develop more innovative strategies and some 

models to structure your thought and development process, the book contains some very 

useful insight and tool for developing competitive marketing strategies. The book can not 

stand alone and should be combined with other more specific and operational concepts like 

the marketing mix for service business, business model canvas and service design.  

 

However as Alan Murray, Deputy Managing Editor of Wall Street Journal notes, the 

fast pace of innovation and change in the global market, has led to the need of a concept of 

strategy that is more dynamic than Porter’s five forces (Arline 2015).  

Thus Blue Ocean Strategy is an important and necessary new perspective on strategy that “… 

encourages companies to focus less on their competitors and more on alternatives, while at 

the same time focusing less on their current customers and more on potential new 

customers.” (Arline 2015) 
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Thus even though the Spa and massage industry looks crowded and unattractive, the 

shift in perspective offered by the Blue Ocean Strategy framework might be able to provide a 

framework for innovating the industry and create a new attractive market space … 

 

“While competitive strategy would advise companies to enter attractive industries and 

avoid unattractive ones, blue oceans can be created in any industries, be they attractive or 

unattractive, stagnant or fast growing, high tech or low tech. Here we talk about creating 

new market space instead of selecting a market, as blue ocean strategists set out to 

reconstruct market boundaries across conventional boundaries of competition rather than 

letting an existing market structure confine their strategic choices.” (W. Chan Kim in 

Schawbel 2014) 

 

2.5 Understanding the customers in ASEAN 

With the projects focus on Thailand and later AEC countries, understanding ASEAN 

customers is especially interesting and important. Thus western customers that are the focus 

in many marketing studies might not be the same as Asian customers. Such difference are 

seen in the data later where specific customer insight on industry level will be provided, but 

also on a more general level the ASEAN customer and the context of the AEC market should 

be understood and outlined.  

 

Understanding your customers, typically through researching, segmenting and 

positioning is at the core of marketing and crucial marketing input when designing new 

services to occupy a distinctive place in the mind of the target market (Kotler and Keller 

2012;298). In case of the game changing innovation “Blue Ocean” perhaps even create a new 

distinctive “place”, we need to understand customers in the spa and massage market in 

Bangkok. However later on the project is also intended to expanding into the AEC. Therefor 

one might consider how this might affect the concept and marketing strategy. The question 

here is what exactly is the AEC in market terms and what are ASEAN customers like?  

 

What exactly is AEC and is it going to happened 

On a summit in Singapore, November 2007 the members of ASEAN committed 

themselves to push forward the implementation of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) 

by the end of 2015 as outline in the AEC Blueprint: 
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“An ASEAN single market and production base shall comprise five core elements: (i) 

free flow of goods; (ii) free flow of services; (iii) free flow of investment; (iv) freer flow of 

capital; and (v) free flow of skilled labour. In addition, the single market and production base 

also include two important components, namely, the priority integration sectors, and food, 

agriculture and forestry” (ASEAN 2008) 

First of all the ASEAN economies are extremely diverse, Living standards in 

Singapore, the richest country in ASEAN, that is 40 times that of the poorest country, 

Myanmar and from services-based economy in Singapore to agrarian societies in Laos and 

Myanmar.  Also when it come to regulations, institutions and business climate there are huge 

difference from Singapore that ranks first in the world for ‘ease of doing business’; Malaysia 

and Thailand in the top 20; but with the others trailing way behind. (Razeen, Sally 2014). 

Thus the AEC integration is big challenge in macro economic terms, but also in political 

terms reforms are urgently need for it its basic governance principles (Capannelli 2013).   

With 2015 coming to an end soon, the question is whether the goals of the AEC has 

actually been achieved as outlined in the Blueprint (ASEAN 2008). According to  

Stephen Groff, Vice-president at the Asian Development Bank, the short answer to that is No. 

The AEC will not be fully implemented by the end of the year. However even though the 

implementation might not be accomplished on time, there has been a lot of progress. Today 

there is visa-free travelling, virtually tariff-free trading with good diplomatic relations across 

the region (Groff 2015). For sure more have to be done before the app 600 million people 

have been united in a free open single market like the European market 

When it comes to the corporate world, larger companies seem ready for this 

breakthrough, in contrast to small and medium-sized enterprises that are less prepared. The 

problem is probably both lack of knowledge (Tamburrini 2014) and as it is typical for SME 

probably also lack of resource. In any case AEC is a huge opportunity for all companies and 

should be incorporated in the concept from the beginning to make it easier to expand into the 

AEC, thus an understanding of the ASEAN consumer and how to work across the diverse 

market of AEC is necessary. 

 

The ASEAN consumers. 

ASEAN is very cultural diverse, and of course there is no such thing as a stereotypical 

ASEAN customer. Typically one would try to understand the customers by segmenting them 

into different profiles by segmentations variables like for example Geographic, Demographic, 

Psychographic and behavioural segmentation.  However: 
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 “In a globalized world, these segments are inclined to shift easily and get finely 

blended because people, technology, and capital move faster and more freely. As a result, 

segmentation becomes very difficult to define and customer profiling based on lagged 

statistical and analytical reports will not be meaningful at best, at worst, extremely risky as 

input for strategic planning.” (Kotler et.al. 2015;73) 

 

One therefor has to be very careful with rigid service offering that fail to take 

important local aspect into account. This is perhaps especially true for personal services like 

massage and spa where the preferred treatment differs based on nationality and cultural 

affiliation.  

The founding chairman of Global Brand Forum and Group, Strategy Director of 

Ogivly and Mather Singapore, Karthik Siva suggest that there are two solutions to reaching 

out to Asian customers. “The first solution is to leverage universal human insights but 

localize them to fit a country. The second is an ethnocentric localized approach that 

disregards globalization completely.” (Kotler et.al. 2015;75). This is a variant of a classic and 

fundamental discussion of all international business of how much of product and service 

offerings as wells as marketing materials can be used globally and how much should be 

localized. This is a choice between or combination of a multinational strategy where products 

and marketing strategy is adapted to each national market and/or a global strategy where the 

same products, using the same marketing strategy is offered in all national markets (Wild and 

Wild 2014;306ff).  

In the case of AEC Mr. Karthik Siva suggest that one should choose a multinational 

rather than a global strategy, with a strong focus on localization in order to grab the cultural 

diverse AEC customers.  Thus, no matter what, to win customers in ASEAN you need a 

concept that has a strong component of localization. At the same time one should make sure 

that the core business idea and concept build on universal human insights, so that the concept 

can function across ASEAN.  

In our case this means that being a Thai brand we need to start with a concept that 

build on a strong understanding of the universal human factors that drives the spa and 

massage market and build that into our concept to make it possible to expand the business 

across ASEAN. At the same time we need to localize the service to appeal to local 

preferences, when later expanding the concept. 
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2.6 Overview of Theoretical framework 

Based on the discussion above, a theoretical framework can now be put together for 

researching and evaluating the market potential and develop a blue ocean strategy, with 

corresponding marketing mix. Thus the evaluation of the market will be done with the tool 

“Strategic Canvas”. This will reveal the factors currently taken for granted in the industry and 

map the key competition. Based on this profiling of the existing industry the value-innovation 

process will be done with inspiration from “6 path of innovation” model. This is of course not 

the only way to get new ideas … often ideas come as sudden impulse in a talk with someone, 

reading something or trying out a massage etc. Not everything comes from theory and models 

but is never the less a valuable part of structuring the innovation process.  

 

Next step in this innovation process is using the 4 Action Framework to select and 

prioritize the different possible factors to create a new competitive value curve in the strategic 

canvas – a curve that should create a new uncontested market and place the new concept 

outside the red ocean in blue waters. Finally the marketing strategy for the new concept will 

be concluded with a discussion of the 7P parameter mix suitable for the new concept.  

Thus together the Strategic canvas, 6 path, 4 action and 7ps makes up the total  

framework for solving the problem of the IS. To put the solution into perspective and show 

how the solution should be integrated in a total business model for the new business unit in 

the company, a brief outline of all the 9 Business Model key elements of the project will be 

shown the Business Model Canvas. The analytical framework of the project is summarized in 

figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9: Visual overview of Theoretical Framework 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 

After gaining a deeper theoretical understanding of the problem in chapter two, it is 

now time to set up the methodology for the business research in this project. The different 

stages of the research process are illustrated in Figure 3.1 Based on the problem definition 

and the theoretical review of the matter in chapter 2 the objectives of the research shall been 

defined. Based on these objectives a suitable research design will be drafted as the basis for 

the specific sampling and data collection. The method of data analysis will be reported in this 

chapter whereas the results of the analysis will be reported in chapter 4 and the conclusion in 

chapter 5.  

 

 
Source: Zikmund et al. (2013;60) 

Figure 3.1 Stages of the Research process 

 

Research objectives: Overall the purpose of the study is to research a possible 

business opportunity and provide information and knowledge to support the development of a 

possible Blue Ocean Strategy for a new lifestyle oriented spa and massage service. The study 

should therefore describe the existing industry; it’s competitors and customers. Further the 

study should also give some indications of possible undisclosed market opportunity and 

inspiration for the development of a possible blue ocean market. Therefor the study should 

both uncover the industry and explore possibilities and ideas that might represent such a 

business opportunity.  
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Based on the problem definition and the theoretical insight from the literature review 

the objectives of the research design should provide information on the following three 

aspects of the problem.  

Firstly we need information of the supply side of the market in terms of competition 

to understand and capture the current state of play in the known market space. This should 

include information on the factors the industry is currently competing on in the spa and 

massage market and what services customers get from existing service providers in the 

Bangkok market. 

Secondly we need information on the demand side of the market to gain insight in the 

existing demand in the market for spa and massage. This information will be part of the 

evaluation of the market and an assessment of possible value innovations for a new concept.  

Thirdly we need information and inspiration for possible value innovation beyond 

existing market, including information on non-users, complementary services, and alternative 

industries.  

 

3.1. Research design 

The research design will specify the overall plan for the methods and procedures for 

collecting and analysing the needed information (Zikmund et al. 2013;64). The research plan 

needs to balance several considerations from the objective of the study, the available data 

sources, the urgency of the decision and time available for the study to the cost of obtaining 

the data. (Zikmund et al. 2013;65). The research design for the study will include:  

• Research of secondary data on the industry  

• Observations through visits at spas  

• Visual analysis of competition 

• Qualitative and visual Interview with users from the target segment 

Primary and Secondary data 

To gain insights into the overall market both in terms of supply and demand side, the 

data need is quite substantial and obviously to extensive for most SMEs to obtain as primary 

data. This also goes for this study and therefor the study will be based on a combination of 

primary and secondary data. The first step is therefor to search for existing data on the spa 

and lifestyles industry. Such data should be relevant data from reliable industry organizations, 

government bodies, research institutions etc. to ensure a high degree of un-biasedness and 

objectivity. 
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This can be difficult to find, but fortunately in this case there have already been done 

some extensive studies on the Thai spa and massage industry, in an cooperation between 

Stenden Rangsit University and the Thai Spa Association. These data cover a significant part 

of the general information needed on both the competition and customers. As for the 

competition information including service offerings, target groups, expectations for changes 

and developments in customer demographics, demand, key competences and quality 

standards as well as the impact of AEC on the industry. For customers, the study includes for 

example demographic, consumption patterns and preferences thereby giving useful insights to 

possible customer segments.  

Another study by a research team from Rajamangala University of Technology offers 

insights in to the Marketing Strategies applied by operators in the industry. 

Further a reliable source of industry level information was found in a fundamental 

analysis of the Siam Wellness Group PCL (SPA), made by Maybank, Kim Eng (4 June 

2015). 

Other secondary information will include analysis of websites from selected service 

providers to compare their offerings in terms of prices, treatments offered, locations, online 

promotion, design of websites and locations (visual brand). 

 

Primary data 

Based on the secondary data and the analysis of these, a more focus research is carried 

out to generate primary data relevant specifically for this study. As for the competition a more 

thorough in depth understanding of the service offering is necessary. Especially when it 

comes to the more emotional aspect of the service, including for example visual brand and 

process first hand knowledge on service concepts is important. These will be gathered 

through observation and trial treatments. 

As for the customer insights, in-depth information and understanding of customer 

buying consideration, customer pains and expected gains as inspiration and input to the value 

innovation is needed. As part of this creative value innovation and service design process as 

input to a possible Blue Ocean Strategy, it is important to empathise with the customers. 

These data will be generated through qualitative semi-structured interviews after the analysis 

of the secondary data, so that information and ideas generated through the first round of 

research of secondary data can be included in the second round of research. 
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Qualitative interviews with a visual element 

To provide in depth information on the customers perceived pains, expected gains 

from using spa and massage services a depth-interview research of respondents from the 

selected target group will be conducted.  

This kind of information can only be generated through qualitative methods, where 

especially interview are relevant. The important thing is to get authentic information where 

the respondent give insights into their actual perceptions of specific experience with spa and 

massage services. The ideal technic for this kind of interview is to make the questions open-

ended and carry out the interview like a conversation. This will ensure that relevant issues 

that were not thought of prior to the interview can be discovered trough the interview – this is 

one of the big advantages of the qualitative interview (Kvale 1996).  

On the other hand it’s important to guide the conversation, to make sure that the 

interview will provide information on the issues that is considered important. Therefor the 

interviews will be one-on-one semi-structured interviews. (Kvale 1996;124). This type of 

interview is selected, because it strikes a good balance between being open towards 

unexpected topics that the respondent might present, ensure that important issues are covered 

and limiting the scoop and work of the interview by defining the topics for the conversation. 

Thus this kind of interview should give the opportunity to empathise with customers to get 

customer insights that can function as inspiration for creating value innovations in the design 

of a blue ocean marketing plan for a new spa and massage concept.  

The interview guide was developed based on the information from the secondary data 

studies covering themes. The purpose with the interview is to  

1) Qualitatively deepen the understanding of the potential key segments perception of 

spa services and  

2) Review and get some insight on preliminary ideas on value-innovation based on the 

secondary data. 

To cover the emotional aspects of the service offering, the interview will include a 

visual interview, showing the respondents a selection of pictures of existing spa service 

locations as well as a mood board for a new concept designed based on the insights from the 

secondary data. This is an important technic in marketing where the actual design of the 

service system and physical branding is important – an issues that is very important in 

lifestyle oriented businesses.   
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3.2. Sampling Strategy 

As issues regarding representatively are already covered through the extensive studies 

by Stenden Rangsit University / Thai Spa Association, the qualitative studies is not designed 

to be representative, but to gain deeper insight into specific issues. Thus the sampling of the 

respondents will focus on the specific target segment identified through the secondary data.  

 

In this case the study will focus on the new generation of younger middle class 

professionals with a university education, either with a full time job or self-employed. We 

also know that the key customer is a local Thai resident and in this respect this study will 

zoom in on this group. Especially when it comes to trends in demand and qualitative 

expectations to service, this study should cast some light on this group of customers and their 

expectations.  

Here the Stenden Rangsit University / Thai Spa Association build on interview with 

spa manager, that are primarily focusing on tourists and expats, but as their own study show, 

this might not be the biggest (potential) group. As shall be seen the segments of local 

residents are by fare the biggest customer group, but for some reason the seems to be of little 

interest. For a study like this that aims at finding new uncontested market opportunity this is 

of course super interesting to look into this group of local young middle class professional 

that everybody takes for granted but few cater for!  

 

Criteria for selecting the respondent  

To be able to identify relevant respondents within the limited time and resource frame 

of this study, the sampling strategy is to find respondents from personal network that fits the 

target segment preliminary identified through the analysis of the secondary data (see later in 

chapter 4), i.e. the criteria for the selection of the respondents are: 

• Local resident  

• Primarily Thai nationals  

• Middleclass younger professional  

• Full time job/ self employed 

• Age app 25-44 years 

• Primarily women  
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For a study like this, where further interviews and user involvements should be 

applied in the service design, a total of ten respondents are considered to be adequate. This 

should be enough to get some insights and see some patterns regarding key issues for the 

more overall value innovation process that precede the actual service design process. 

 

3.3. Data Collection 

The qualitative interviews was focused on the target segment for the new concept   

As mentioned, there were conducted 10 semi-structured interviews aiming at collecting the 

interviewee’s personal experience and evaluations of spa and massage services. The 

interviews was done based on the semi-structured interview guide in Appendix 1, the visual 

interview guide in Appendix 3 and recorded. Afterwards the data was analysed as outlined 

below. 

 

Data regarding the respondent’s perception and preferences for different style & tones 

for Spa interior design was recorded through the presentation of six photo collages/mood 

boards showing the interiors of six visually different service providers. A seventh collage was 

drawn up to illustrate and draft the visual concept for the New Spa concept to gather 

preliminary feedback on concept ideas – see Appendix 3. The respondent was then asked to 

assign 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest) points to each of the seven interior designs. 

 

3.4. Data Analysis Plan 

Often analysis of interviews is done without much consideration of the actual process 

involved. However there are specific methods for analysing qualitative interview. Kvale 

(1996) divides these into five different approaches: Meaning condensation, Meaning 

categorization, Narrative structuring, Meaning interpretation, Generating meaning through ad 

hoc methods (Kvale 1996;192): 

Meaning condensation is the process of reducing the long formulations and 

discussions of the interview to more concise formulations of the main meaning of what is 

said. 

Meaning Categorization involves reducing the interview material into simple 

categories by attributing the specific statements to one of several such categories. The coding 

is done via categories that either occurs during the analysis or in advance, for example based 

on the interview guide. 
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Narrative sense structuring is a analysing process where the interviewer based on the 

interview, create a coherent account or story about the experience of the interviewee.  

Meaning Interpretation is mostly used in the humanities for example in phycology and 

is aimed at overcoming the interview immediate and manifest meanings to "deeper and more 

or less speculative interpretations" (Kvale 1996). 

Finally, there is what Kvale calls ad hoc methods covering an eclectic analytical 

method where you have a more common-sense approach to the interview material, so that the 

interpretation is the same as the more mundane interpretation. 

For the relatively uncomplicated purpose of this qualitative interview study a 

combination of Meaning condensation and Meaning Categorizing was used to make the data 

easy to survey and apply as input to the value-innovation process. The data was organised 

according to the semi-structure of the interview guide, as well as structured through the use of 

mind mapping (see Appendix 2.) and customer empathy mapping (see Appendix 5). 

 

3.5. Expected Results 

The study is expected to: 

- generate information about competitors, and their value proposition including competitive 

factors of the industry. 

- generate information about overall consumer segments as well as customer needs, 

preferences and trends in consumptions.  

- offer some closer qualitative insights into user experiences, perceptions and priorities as for 

the selected target segment 

Together this information should provide an understanding of possible gabs between supply 

and demand, possible openings in the market as well as information to be used in the value 

innovation process to create an uncontested Blue Ocean Market.  
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULT 

 

4.1. The Spa and Massage market 

The Spa and Massage market is an important part of the wellness and hospitality 

industry in Thailand and closely related to the highly important tourist industry. It is a big 

market both in terms of customers and service providers with 1,609 registered spas in 

Thailand (Maybank, Kim Eng 2015;11), not including the countless massage shops scattered 

all-over the country. There seems to be massage shops everywhere and the supply of day spas 

and hotel spas is also plenty. No wonder that Bangkok is the informal “wellness capital” of 

Asia 

 

It’s also a very diverse and chaotic market, rangeing from the simple street side 

massage shop to serious day-spas and spas in hotels with highly trained staff - some of them 

extremely luxurious. In terms of service the whole spectra is covered from simple massage, to 

pampering and beauty treatments to more functional and medical oriented services. The 

closest thing to an official definition of a spa is probably the very wide one offered by the 

Global Spa Summit organisation in the Global Spa Economy 2007 report: 

“Establishments that promote wellness through the provision of therapeutic and other 

professional services aimed at renewing the body, mind, and spirit.” 

 

Researching the spa market in Thailand is difficult, because far from all business are 

certified or register properly with authorities. There is also limited public data available as 

well as lack of clarity on what the numbers include, and they differ quite significantly. For 

2015, the Thai Spa Association has estimate an overall 15% growth for the Spa Industry, 6-10 

% growth for Destination Spa, 10 – 20% growth for Day Spa and Hotel & Resort Spa, and 10 

-15% for Spa Products.  (World Spa & Well-being, 19. March 2014). The Thai Spa 

Association predicts that the value of international spa tourism business should achieve at 

31,155.48 million bath, 12% growth for export product and 2,240 million bath for spa 

service, management, and other. In the same source the Thai Spa Association quotes Ms. 

Jatuporn Wattanasuwan, Director Office of Service Trade & Trade Logistics, Department of 

International Trade Promotion, Ministry of Commerce for stating that “Thai Spa has a market 

value of 32,443.84 million baht in 2014” (World Spa & Well-being, 19. March 2014). 
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On the website of the Ministry of Commerce, the Thai spa business is reported to be 

growing by 5-6 percent a year with a market value of between 15 - 16 billion baht annually. 

(The Government Public Relations Department 26. March 2014). 

In a fundamental analysis by Maybank on Siam Wellness Group PCL, on of the key spa 

operators in Thailand (Maybank, Kim Eng 4 June 2015) the Ministry of Commerce is quoted 

to “expects the industry to contribute around THB21b revenue per year, expanding 5-6% per 

year, with over 200K employees in the industry”.  

 

The available numbers doesn’t tell the full story. 

As can be seen there is a lack of clarity, both in terms of growth and market value.  

Further there is no specific numbers on massage shops. This lack of clarity also goes for the 

Spa Associations industry study. Even though the study shows that customers are most likely 

to visit a massage shop rather than any kind of spa, the study focuses on spas rather than 

massage shops. This seems to be a general line of thinking in the industry. Everyone seems to 

focus on the high-end of the spa-wellness offerings whereas the customers (as we shall see 

later) are focused the opposite direction on massage and more simple affordable offerings.  

This is of course a strategic choice that every company can make, but for a study of 

the industry, it is a mistake to follow this bias. Instead it should try to uncover the industry as 

objectively as possible and it would have been interesting to have some specific number for 

how much of the business actually goes to massage shops and how much goes to the more 

upmarket spa market. 

Despite the unclear numbers there seems to be little doubt that this industry is quite 

prosperous, seeing some interesting growth and development numbers. 

 

Impact of AEC 2015 on the Spa Industry 

When it comes to the AEC 2015 it is difficult to predict exactly when and what will 

happen, but surely transforming ASEAN into a region with free movement of goods, services, 

investment, skilled labour, and free flow of capital will also affect the Spa business. 

According to the Spa Industry Study 2014, spa managers expect AEC 2015 will bring both 

challenges and new opportunities: 

“Spa managers cite the increased investment, improved standard of therapists, 

tougher spa standards, and increased diversity in the spa industry as some of the positive 

aspects of AEC2015. Increased competition in the recruitment of skilled managers and 

experienced therapists, increased competition, higher need for differentiation, and greater 
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need for language and communication skills are some of the key disadvantages that spa 

managers perceive from AEC 2015.” 

 

The SPA managers might very well be right. On one hand free trade zones generally 

increase business and growth (Wild and Wild 2014), thus the growing Spa business might 

grow even more with the AEC coming up in 2016. On the other hand the AEC will inevitably 

also intensify the competition in ASEAN (Kotler, Philip, Et. Al. (2015;71), with new 

opportunities and threats. Not only in the short-term aspects as mentioned by the managers 

but for the whole development. Competition will no long be limited to local operators and 

especially companies who are capable of appealing to an ASEAN market rather than only a 

local market and establish themselves as a regional brand, will be able to push forward and 

enjoy advantaged of bigger scale of economy in their operation. It is therefor crucial that a 

new concept with international ambitions understands the ASEAN customers as discussed 

earlier, including the capability of handling the stride split between a regional operation 

business with economy of scale and a local relevant service offering. 

 

4.2. Mapping the industry - service providers and customers. 

The mapping of the industry will take existing data (secondary data) as starting point. 

Thus in 2013 and 2014 Stenden Rangsit University and the Thai Spa Association published 

comprehensive studies of the Spa industry. Being conducted by university and industry 

professionals together the studies offers important and reliable insights into the market for spa 

and massage treatments in the following reports: 

• Spa Industry Study 2014, Opening the Spa Doors to ASEAN 

• Spa Industry Study 2013, Current Status and Expected Developments 

The first study in 2013 was “an attempt to outline the current status of the spa industry, 

and try to evaluate and understand the expected changes and developments in the spa industry.” 

Whereas the 2014 study also aim to “identify if there are gaps, and or what opportunities there 

may be for spa providers to better cater to needs of spa consumers.” (Spa Industry Study 2014; p. 

A1). Together these two reports give an overall picture of the industry and will function as 

starting points and background for the specific research into the target segment. 

As the new concept is targeting bigger cities, the discussion here will focus on insight 

and data on Massage Shops, Day Spas, Hotel Spas and Medical spas whereas Resort and 

destination Spas are generally located outside the geographic target segment.  
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4.2.1. Customers in the Spa Market. 

The typical Spa customer is a Local resident (75%), Thai (76%) Woman (68%) 

between 25 and 44 years old (68%). She has a university degree (bachelor 56% - or master 

degree 21%), has a full time (64%) or is self-employed (21%). She is typically middle class to 

higher middle class with a total household income up to 100,000 THB (73%). The 2013 study 

asked for personal income rather than household income and suggested a personal income of 

typically less than 40.000 THB (66%). (Spa Industry Study 2014). See figure 4.1 for a 

summary of the Demographics for a typical spa customer.  
 

 
Source: own making 

Figure 4.1 Demographics of typical customer: 
 

 

23% will spent up to 750THB, 23% will spent 750-1,500THB and another 23% will 

spent 1,500-3,000THB, so that a total of 69% will spent a maximum of 3,000 THB. If taking 

type of customer into account, we see that 51% of the local customer, who are also the 

majority of customers will spend 1,500THB or less on a visit. Even thought the industry often 

focuses on luxury and expensive spa packages targeting tourists and expats, this is the reality 

of the industry, reflecting the economic reality of their customers (Spa Industry Study 2014). 

Thus already on the demographics we have an indication on a gab between the offering by the 

industry and the preferences of the customers. 

Looking further into the consumption preferences of this group, the most used service 

provider is actually not spas, but Massage Shops. On a scale from 1 to 5 (1=never, 2=rarely, 

3=sometimes, 4=often, 5=always), with a scores of 3.49 for local residents, the massage shop 

is the only service provider that is used frequently. Day and hotel Spas are with a score of 

2.59 and 2.28 as more rarely used indulgence.  Medical spas are even more rarely used with a 

score of 1,44. Also when it come to the choice of services the result is quite humble with Thai 

massage being the most likely, followed by aromatherapy massage, foot massage, facial or 

body scrub.  
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Overall the majority of the customers are using massage shops and day-spa, choosing 

the lower end of the offerings. This is especially true for the local resident customer that 

makes up the great majority of customers.  

 

Insights from non-customers 

The 2013 Spa Study, also looked into the non-customers, asking why they didn’t visit 

a spa. Besides the app 23% of the respondents not being interested in spas, only two primary 

reasons were mentioned. App. 24% said it was too expensive and app. 48% said they didn’t 

have enough time. This is quite important numbers, because of the total population, 44% 

didn’t visit a Spa the last 12 months and therefor represent a very big group of potential 

customers that would (consider to) visit a spa if it were less expensive or they had have the 

time. Unfortunately the Spa studies don’t offer more insight into this very important group of 

potential customers. Especially from a blue ocean perspective this would have been 

interesting. However it shows that if part of the new concept can included some kind of 

shorter treatment or if the treatment can be bundled with complementary services to save time 

for the customer, there is a big untapped customer group to catch. As for the customers 

finding the spa in Bangkok to expensive there seems little possibility to match their 

requirement. With the growing cost of salaries for therapists and rent, as well prices being 

quite low in the low-end market there is not much room for offering lower prices. Further the 

low-end market is not suitable for the GINGER brand.  

 

 
Source: Spa Industry Study 2013;18 

Figure 4.2 Reasons for not visiting a Spa 
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Summarizing the majority customers and their demand 

When looking through the numbers an interesting profile of the majority of customers 

and their service preferences emerges. Where as the industry is generally focused on tourists 

and an abundant offering of exotic and luxurious treatments, the customers are generally 

normal younger local well educated professionals looking for everyday treatment that can 

improve their quality of life in a hectic and stressful city life. It’s a consumption pattern that 

reflect the economic reality and the actual lifestyle of local people, mostly women and mostly 

Thais but also local expats.  

Thus as can be seen in figure 4.3. - left side, the majority of the customers are local 

Thai, women living locally. They have a university degree and a full time job or they self 

employed and have a monthly income of 40,000 THB or less. Thus the primary customer is a 

typical middleclass female younger professional. The resulting consumption reflects this fact 

as seen in the right hand side of the figure, with the demand concentrated on massage shops 

and Day Spa. They mostly spend less than 3,000THB and most often less than 1,500 THB on 

rather simple treatments for feeling better and pain relief  (Thai massage, sometime with 

added aroma oil, and foot massage) or simple beauty treatments (Facial and body scrub).  

 

 
Source: own making 

Figure 4.3 Majority Customers and their Demand 

 

Trends in Demand  

The 2013 Spa Industry Study had a special focus on trends and expected 

developments in the spa industry, based on data collected from spa managers and executives. 

These can be summarized in the following nine key points and illustrated in figure 4.4. 
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1. Increasing numbers of Asian customers (Japanese, Chinese, Indians) with 

completely different preferences and demands. Generally significant difference in preferences 

based on nationality/culture 

2. Generally increasing demand for beauty and skincare treatments including 

increasing demand for high tech skincare from Asian customers 

3. Increasing result oriented and less interest in pampering treatments. Want 

customized treatments and want to see and feel a difference. Local customers more result 

oriented. 

4. Increasing focus on quality and skills of therapists. 

5. Request for innovative treatments, to deal with for example office syndrome or 

specific issues related to older people. 

6. Increasing numbers of men, looking for specific men-treatments. Difference 

between male and female preference. For example men prefer massage and spent more 

whereas women prefer longer treatments. 

7. Customers have started to socialize and it’s now a prominent aspect of going 

to the spa. 

8. Increasing demand for spa cuisine. Healthy food is increasingly considered 

part of a healthy lifestyle to balance mind and body. Spa cuisine including healthy snack and 

juices is now a must. 

9. Increasing focus on organic and green products and services 

 

 

 
Source: own making 

Figure 4.4 Trends for future demand 
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A new generation of customers  

Looing at the big picture there seems to be many indication of a new generation of 

customer in the spa and massage places around Bangkok. This are customers from the region 

and China rather than westerns tourists, but foremost it is local people incorporating spa and 

massage in their urban lifestyle - an untapped local market for wellness in Asia, as recognized 

by the Global Spa Summit 2010: 

 

“Anecdotal evidence – from leading stakeholders and thinkers in the spa industry and 

the broader wellness cluster – suggests that the ―Baby Boomer generation has been and is 

currently the core consumer group driving the growth of the wellness industry. However, 

there is also a large and growing younger generation of consumers interested in wellness 

products and services, as well as a large, as-yet unstudied and untapped local market for 

wellness in Asia, Latin America, and other regions around the world.” (Source: Global Spa 

Summit 2010. Spas and the Global Wellness Market: Synergies and Opportunities.)  

 

Six key characteristics of existing and future demand  

By combining these trends with the patterns in existing consumption a pattern of six 

overall key characteristics for existing and future demand occur:  

 

A. More results, less feel good  

B. Increasing numbers of Asian of customers 

C. Socializing at the spa (as part of an urban lifestyle) 

D. Food is becoming a more integrated part of the wellness service. 

E. Beauty and Skincare with increasing demand for high tech treatments 

F. Massage and Spa as part of a local urban professional lifestyle 

 

In this pattern an indication on where to direct a new spa and massage concept can 

already be seen. Thus as simple as it might seem, designing a service that is much more 

focused on servicing the needs and easing the pains of this majority of customers seems to be 

an untapped market. Before jumping to any conclusions though, the study continues with an 

analysis of the service offered by the industry and  trends in these value propositions. 
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4.2.2 Service providers in the spa and massage market. 

As mentioned in chapter 3, the analysis of the spa industry is based on a research 

design that combines secondary industry data and primary data in the form of observations 

and business websites reviews. This includes visual analysis of the Physical Evidence of the 

service to assess the important emotional aspect of the spa service. Generally the spa business 

can be divided into four categories: 

 

Destination spa, witch offers complete treatment packages including spa cuisine and other 

lifestyle changing services 

Hotel/Resort Spa, located both in cities or elsewhere and is basically a normal spa located in 

a hotel or resort to offer the guest spa services. 

Day Spa, spas located in the cities that offer spa service on day basis  

Medical Spa, often located at top hospitals and offers services that require doctors 

supervision. (Hirankitti et al. 2009).  

 

Given the target group for the project, the competition for the project is primary Hotel 

and Day Spas located in Bangkok including the more simple massage shops. As mentioned 

above there is at least 1609 such spas in Thailand, probably not including the countless 

massage shops that represent a very simple form of spa.  

Most spas are family-owned and this lack of professionalization in the spa business reduces 

the possible expansion of each business due to limited financial and management resources. 

Thus companies don’t develop much and stays in the very competitive 3 star market tier 

characterized by server competition (Maybank 2015). For an industry working with health 

it’s a rather unorganized and unregulated. For example the Thai Spa Association list only a 

total of 51 spa members,  (31 “Hotel/Resort & Spa”, 1 “Massage”, 3 “Destination Spa” and 

16 “Day Spa”). 

In the study by Rajamangala University, spa managers reports that whereas “… a few 

years back the spa industry was really in a peak; the business was booming. Presently, the 

industry is growing, but differentiation has becomes more and more important, as currently 

competition is high and increasing.”  (Spa Industry Study 2013). From the early days in the 

90’s the spa industry grew immensely through the 00’s and have now reached a more mature 

state where certification and regulation will probably be part of the further development of 

the industry. We will probably also see a professionalization of the industry in the coming 

years as the expansion in the AEC will require stronger financial and managerial resources.  
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Marketing strategy of service providers 

In a study of the marketing strategy of Thai Spa operators, Hirantkitti et al. (2009;13) 

shows that the majority of spas focus their effort on (1) Efficient service process, (2) Service 

attitude of staff, (3) Physical Evidence (4) Convenient location (5) Varity of spa services. All 

in all a rather traditional strategy underlining the previous assessment of the industry as being 

conservative with very little development and innovation. Even though there is a lot of spas in 

Thailand most businesses seems to follow the same service strategy. No matter whether day 

spa or hotel/resort spa they are nearly all focused on offering a big variety of treatments and 

all have the same top five (1) aromatherapy, (2) beauty, (3) massage, (4) hydrotherapy, (5) 

reflex therapy and all have a strong empathies on traditional Thai massage and Thai styled 

interiors.  The top five reflects the local customers preferences, whereas emphasize on variety 

and associated requirement in equipment and space seems out of sync with the customers. 

An research of numerous spa operators websites with special focus on 5 selected spa 

operators representing the spectra of service offerings also shows a striking similarity in all 

aspects of the offering regardless of price level. (See Appendix 4). The more exclusive 

service providers offer more luxury in physical evident and in the detailing, but the overall 

style and tone as well as the services offered shows vary little differences and innovation.  

 

A “product” oriented industry.  

Generally the industry is very focus on attributes rather than user value. Thus the 

marketing is very focused on the type of treatment is offered and for how long (Thai massage, 

foot massage, reflexology, etc.) rather than what the effect and gains of the treatment is. Thus 

all companies researched in this study market specific types of treatment rather than the 

benefits they offer to the quality life of the customers. 

 

A study by Hirantkitti et al. of the possible correlation between different marketing 

elements and profitability indicated that the most important factors are perceived value – a 

perception that in the service industry is largely judged based on the assessment of the people 

involved in the service. Thus a strong emphasis on all aspects of people and process to 

increase the perceived quality is key to success in the spa business. Hirantkitti et al. 

(2009;16). 
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Overall the Thai spa industry is rather conservative, focusing on tradition and very 

little on innovation. This is also reflected in the physical evidence that in style and tone often 

reflects Thai tradition rather than innovation and contemporary urban living. This also goes 

for the design of spa products that often reflect tradition and luxury rather than organic and 

healthy for example as seen in products like HARNN and THANN. Compared to the broader 

context of the international market for spa and wellness the Thai industry is rather narrow in 

its market focus and offering.  Especially when it come to differentiation of ones value 

proposition it’s important to realize the increasing importance of feelings end experience as 

value creators and not least source of differentiation in the service industry. 

 

Trend in the supply 

The 2013 Spa Industry Study also had a special focus on trends and expected 

developments in services offerings, based on data collected from spa managers and 

executives. By summarizing the different points mentioned, eight key trends in the expected 

service offering as expected by the industries managers and owners can be identified: 

 

1. Quite a big link has started to develop between the medical industry and the 

spa industry. Eastern and Western philosophies of healthcare are melting together. People 

take more responsibility for their own wellness.  

2. The integration between spa and daily life is becoming more visible according 

to several spa managers. Physical differences are becoming more important.  

3. There will be more and more usage of technology in spas, e.g. DNA profiling 

and skin scans. In case customers want something more advanced (e.g. Botox or filler), they 

will go to a specialist rather than a spa. 

4. The quality and skills of the therapists will be more important than the 

treatment or the used product itself. The focus will also be on language training, behaviour 

training, and sales training for therapists, as well as on customer service. 

5. It is expected that the focus will be more on wellness and innovative 

treatments. An important expected development is therapeutic massage for office syndrome 

to reduce job-related stress. Also specific need for elderly people will become more 

important. More expected developments are four-hand massages, bamboo massages, chakra 

massages and music therapies. 

6. Organic products will be used more, as well as Thai herbs. There will be more 

focus on green and environmental friendly practices. 
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7. Menus have been too extensive; in the future menus need to be fine-tuned, 

more streamlined, easier to read and needs to be changed regularly. People are also looking 

for new things, but the basis will stay. Seasonal promotions are seen as a good way to vary 

the menu regularly. 

8. Lower prices for therapies and treatments are expected in the spa industry. 

Prices have already dropped enormously compared to five years ago, and this will continue 

because of all the new spa properties that are coming up, especially in Bangkok.  

 

Existing Strategic Canvas for the Spa Industry 

Based on these finding the existing competitive parameters of the industry can be 

identified. This is illustrated through the selection of five representative competitors in the 

city spa segment, that are plotted into a canvas as illustrated in Figure 4.5. These include 

“Health Land” representing the standardized middle class concept, “Oasis Spa” representing 

the high-end city spa, “Asian Herb” association representing a typical higher middle class 

spa, but with an organic profile and “Urban Retreat” representing typical higher middle class 

spa, but with one of the most contemporary profiles in Bangkok. Last but not least “The 

Touch” is representing the countless massage shops, but to make the comparison relevant it’s 

a massage house with a quality level and location that distinguish it from the very low-end 

dodgy massage shops that is not considered relevant in this connection. The sample does also 

not includes hotel spas as they naturally have their main focus on their tourist guest, even 

though they also cater for local customers. 

 

The main competitive factors found are Price level, Varity of treatments, Level of 

Exclusivity, Location/accessibility and the use of Traditional Thai spa style to indicate 

exclusivity and quality. As can be seen from the graph, the market as it is taken for granted by 

the industry is already crowed and most possible strategic positions occupied just by these 5 

examples. Thus there seem to be very little room for differentiation within the existing 

definition of the market. 
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Source: own making 

Figure 4.5 Strategic Canvas for spa industry 

 

4.3 Identifying a possible direction for a Blue Ocean strategy 

To identify a possible direction for a Blue Ocean Strategy based on the secondary 

data, these factors that the industry de facto takes for granted and competes on will be 

compared with the parameters identified as six key characteristics of existing and future 

demand of the spa customer. This comparison will be done with the 6 path of market 

reconstruction in mind, so that both possible gabs in the market and possible way of 

reconstruct the market can be identified as well as identifying a potential target segment for 

the new concept. The insights gathered through this analysis will afterwards be investigated 

further through a qualitative study with respondents from the identified segment(s). The 

discussion is divided into 6 opportunities  

 

Opportunity 1: More results, less feel good 

Whereas most service providers, not least the high-end service providers focus on 

feeling good treatments and offering a wide range of services and packages often targeting 

tourist, the market seems to move in another direction. With the majority of customers 

including tourist being Asian’s that are increasing valuing results rather than just feeling-good 

pampering treatments, there is a Path 5 (Look across Functional or Emotional appeal) 

opportunity in shifting the balance towards a more functional approach to spa and massage.  
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Opportunity 2: Increasing numbers of Asian customers  

There is a strong shift in tourists towards a majority of Asians. Together with the 

majority of customers being local Thais (a fact that is apparently not widely acknowledged by 

the industry), and the growing number middle class, the customer base for Bangkok spas are 

as matter of fact mainly Asians. This fact creates a basic opportunity of a Path 6 (Looking 

across time) innovation to adjust your value proposition to fit trends in the market structure 

over time. 

With a Spa industry focused on traditional customers and still no change in service to 

reflect the shift in service demands as a consequence of the shift toward an increasing number 

of Asian customers, the Path 5 opportunity is further supported by this trend. Thus by 

targeting the Asian customers specifically, a new concept might be able to tap into the … 

“as-yet unstudied and untapped local market for wellness in Asia…” (Global Spa Summit 

2010) mentioned earlier. This new generation of customers in the local Asian market looks 

interesting as target segment for a new lifestyle driven concept.  

 

Opportunity 3: Socializing at the spa  

 The increasing interest for socializing at spas, points to an important aspects of the spa 

service business. This kind of business is not only about the treatment, but very much about 

the experience of having a good time, feeling good about oneself and spending time with 

friends and family. Thus relevant competition is not only other spas, but also any other 

possible experiences service including for example restaurants, cinema, cafés and concerts (as 

part of an urban lifestyle). This opens for interesting perspective for Path 1 (Look across 

alternative industries) innovations through innovative combinations of services targeting the 

same segment. Thus by emphasizing the social aspects it might be possible not only to win 

customers from competing spas, but redefine the market and catch customers from for 

example cafés, restaurants and cinemas. When doing so, one have to be careful to create a 

service concept that is also compatible in terms of the backend of the business model; 

resources, processes, partners. Otherwise the result might be a costly and unprofitable 

business model. 

 

Opportunity 4: Wellness food 

Food is becoming a more integrated part of the wellness service. This points at an 

interesting trend in the development of the spa business towards a broader and more holistic 

approach to wellness as seen in the American market (Global Spa Summit 2010). Thus for the 
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customer the spa is part of an overall concern for health and beauty as also seen in the next 

and fifth opportunity. In the same way as socializing at the spa this also offers the opportunity 

to win customers from alternative industries.  

However it also offers the opportunity for Path 4 (Look across Complementary 

products and services) reconstructing the market by including complementary services. Thus 

thinking about the daily life of Bangkok, for most people it would difficult to find time both 

to go to the spa and go for dinner at the same evening within the relative limited timeframe of 

the after work hours. Thus by developing “cross-over” concepts between cafes/lounge and 

spa, it might also be possible to win both some people that don’t use spas because they don’t 

have time.  

 

Opportunity 5: Beauty & skincare 

It is no longer enough to pure a bit of oil on the face and make a hot towel wrap. 

Customers want to take full advantage of new high tech beauty and skincare treatments. This 

represent a threat to the traditional spa treatments, but also an opportunity for the businesses 

that either upgrade their competences or make strategic partnerships to embrace the new 

technology and develop new competitive concepts. In the same way as opportunity 4 this 

represents both a path 1 and 4 opportunity, because it might be possible to win customers 

both from alternative industries to the new concept and to win customers that might not have 

time to go to skin care as well as the spa.  

 

Opportunity 6: Urban wellness lifestyle 

Looking across all the trends there seem to be a connection between a) the increasing 

focus on innovative and result oriented treatment that handles for example office syndrome 

(pains), stress etc., b) Socializing at the spa, c) Food that improve the health of people life and 

d) Beauty & skincare. What these trends and opportunities have in common is that they all 

reflect local younger urban professional lifestyle and their desire for quality of life in the big 

congested Asian cities. It seems to become more and more clear that this segment have the 

biggest growth potential and the best potential for a new lifestyle oriented concept. Thus 

besides the already mentioned opportunities, this might offer the opportunity of a Path 6 

(Looking across time) innovation. With the increasing urbanization, a growing lifestyle 

conscious middleclass of younger professionals, looking across time this might be the most 

substantial opportunity to restructure the market.  
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4.4 Customer insights – results from qualitative customer interviews. 

Before continuing with the value innovation a qualitative interview study with 10 

respondents from the target segment was conducted to empathise with the customers and to 

test some of the key conclusions from the secondary data research. Further the qualitative 

study is used to get preliminary evaluation on ideas for value innovation from the target 

group. 

On an overall level the interviews confirmed many of the insights from the secondary 

studies. However they also added some interesting insights into the practical use of spa 

services that goes beyond the overall numbers and general considerations in the secondary 

data. Further the interviews also gave some valuable inspiration for the value innovation. 

Before going into the details of these finding, it is important to notice that the interview also 

confirmed that the selected target segment is indeed a segment with interesting potential. 

 

Theme 1: Services in demand and price level 

To start with, the interviews confirm the finding of the Stenden Rangsit University / 

Thai Spa Association when it comes to pricing. Thus the services in demand are primary 

reasonable priced services. On an everyday basis people spent within the range of 500-1000 

bath for a 2-hour treatment and as mentioned in the interviews this reflects the economic 

reality of the customers. Thus how much people want to spent depends on their income: 

 

“Depends on my income” (Interview 1) 

“I am an employee and I don’t get a high salary” (Interview 5) 

 

That said the target group is also willing to spend more for the occasional special 

treatment including packages. However the service and quality should reflect the higher price 

and they should still be reasonable priced with good value.  

No matter what, when it comes to the target group expensive packages seems to be a very 

limited part of the demand and not characteristic of the growing young professional 

middleclass segment. 

When it comes to the treatments, the respondents prefer traditional Thai massage, or 

some kind of relatively simple extra treatment like oil/aroma treatment - sometime in small 

reasonable package. This might not only be a question of preferences but also a result of the 

relative high prices on other types of services. 
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The interviews clearly suggest that a new concept should reflect the financial reality 

of the middle class customers.  This means that the value innovation should focus on bringing 

some of the costs down and creating value through innovation rather that just adding 

attributes and increasing prices. The key is value for money. 

Key words: Value for money, Traditional Thai massage, Aromatherapy/oil massage. 

 

Theme 2: Considerations on choosing a Spa and Services. 

The main consideration and the main theme in all the interviews is the skill of the 

therapist and quality of the treatment. Many of the respondents describe the problems with 

finding skilful therapists. Even though some places are better than other, it very much 

depends on the individual therapist. Thus it is difficult to be sure that you buy a qualitative 

service and difficult to feel safe about the service you get. At the same time it feels awkward 

and impolite to ask for the skills of the therapist or perhaps certificates. Getting a great 

massage therefor remains a question of luck… 

 

“Sometime it’s like a lottery“(Interview 5) 

 

Lack of skills and quality is unsurprisingly also the primary reasons for 

disappointments with the services and treatments received. Compared to the Stenden Rangsit 

University / Thai Spa Association study the interview makes it clear just how annoying and 

frustrating the lacking quality and skills are. This is true even for 5 star hotel spas. The 

industry might think that they are in the pampering business more than in the business of 

providing effective and functional treatments. However the customers seem to think 

otherwise, and expect results, skill and professionalism.  

The message from the customers is clear: The skill and attitude of staff and therapist, 

there are crucial and there are no short cuts to be made. As shown later, nice design and 

luxury is also important, however this cannot outweigh bad or mediocre skills and results. 

As for the other primary considerations their ranking is not clear but 5 issues prevails 

as key points: 

Cleanness of the spa is repeatedly mentioned as a point of concern and a returning 

cause of dissatisfaction. This involves everything from clean facilities, clean madrasas, linen, 

and towels to the smell of cleanness.   
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In continuation of this, customers are specifically looking for places with a nice 

atmosphere/ interior design with the expectations increasing with the prices level. This point 

underscores the importance of visual branding in the service sector as part of the experience 

driven economy where emotions are an important part of the product.  

Attitude of the staff in terms of being service minded, polite and making you feel 

special and VIP is a key theme when it comes to select the preferred place to go. In the same 

way as the interior design and atmosphere, the people and the process of the interaction with 

the customer where the service is provided is an extremely important part of the experience 

and emotional part of the service package provided.  

As known from the theoretical discussion this is an important part of the 7P service marketing 

mix, and a key issue in service marketing. 

Location in terms of accessibility is a key factor. This is not surprising with the 

challenging infrastructure of Bangkok, and will surely also become an issue when expanding 

to other Asian cities. This is also a key reason for concern as prime locations make the rent a 

key issue in the cost structure for any urban spa concept. An issue that should be dealt with in 

an innovative way if possible. Actually this could be the “make or break” factor for the 

project, as high rental cost could easily undermine the profitability of the project in a business 

where the service prices are also subject to high competition.  

Safety is a concern for many of the respondents when choosing a spa. This is both 

about personal safety feeling comfortable about the therapist and in the location, as well 

concern about theft of personal valuables. 

Prices should be reasonable. Not necessarily cheap, but reasonable in relation to the 

service offered and with the financial reality of the target group 

Key words: Quality of treatment/skills of therapist, Attitude of staff and service, Safety 

Atmosphere and design, Location and reasonable prices. 

 

Theme 3: Innovations that customers would like to see 

The last part of the interview focused on understanding the target groups attitude 

towards trying new things, getting some insights as to what they would like to be part of the 

spa experience in the future. Last but not least this part also aims at getting some preliminary 

evaluation on concept ideas that emerged during the study. 
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To begin with it is worth noting that the target group is generally interested in trying 

new things. They might be rather conservative when it comes to choice of basic treatment 

where the top choice is Thai massage, but at the same time they are expressing a willingness 

to try new things. These new things can be categorized into two main areas. Firstly the 

treatment itself and secondly the experience and emotional aspect of the service concept. 

 

Innovations in treatments: 

Starting with the treatment, this involves possible innovations of existing massage and 

spa treatments as well as new types of treatments including elements from complementary 

industries. The interviews confirm that the target group is interested in seeing more effective 

and innovative treatments in the spas. Everyone was interested in more innovative and result 

oriented massage and body treatments. For example more professional advise from therapists 

and a higher focus on actually helping to solve problems with body pain rather than just 

pampering treatments.  

6 out of 10 respondents where interested in combining the spa experience with new 

high tech skincare treatments, laser, Botox, filler and other services like manicure or hair 

salon to get “full option” spa. On the other hand, no one really talked about this in details and 

4 respondents directly disliked the idea.  

It is worth mentioning that no one talked about adding special spa and massage 

packages and didn’t talk about more pampering treatment. As so often and especially in value 

innovation one can learn as much from what is not mentioned as from what is mentioned.  

 

Innovation in style and feeling. 

When it comes to the experience and emotional part of the service concept, the 

respondents are equally interested in getting new experiences. Thus the study, including the 

visual interview, shows that this target group is ready for a new style and more contemporary 

experience. People still like the traditional Thai style but would like to see new and more 

contemporary alternative that could make the spa visit special: 

 

“I would like to see the spa design is different from Traditional style, simple, cool 

relaxing place. Example, after you finished make a massage and spa you still have a cool 

relaxing place to enjoyed, such as lounge or the garden and have a small activity to do before 

go back home for add a good memories at this place and will decide to come back here again 

with a good times.” (Interview 4) 
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To qualify these consideration the interviewees was shown a mood board with visual 

illustration of existing as well as a possible new concept. The result was that the respondent 

was mostly attracted to either super luxurious Thai style (Option 4), or completely new 

modern style (Option 5). The most appealing though was the new mood board summarizing 

the personal ideas and insights from secondary data into a contemporary cool urban lifestyle 

concept with  “Nature Eco” style and tone. See Appendix 3. It is important to note that this 

can only be used as an indication of a possible style and tone in design thus when design 

suggestions has been developed based on these indications, they should be tested in a bigger 

survey. 

 

Spa lounge café – a new cross industry concept. 

In continuation of the earlier findings the possibility of combining a spa with a café or 

lounge, offering light and healthy (organic) meals was discussed with the interviewees. This 

seemed interesting for the respondents, but perhaps more for the social and convenient aspect 

rather than being a real alternative to a café/restaurant. A concept including some kind of 

food element should therefor focus on the value of offering simple health food as a part of a 

healthy and social experience rather than being a full-blown alternative to a café. As 

mentioned earlier, this kind of complementary market reconstruction where offering food 

might make it easier for busy young professional customer to have time for going to the spa. 

This is an issue that have to be considered carefully, because it easily adds substantial 

complexity to the business model and equivalent costs. 

 

Key words: Innovative treatments, adding light beauty treatments, Cool, 

contemporary urban style with a “nature and organic” style and tone.  

 

One issue regarding the design that is conspicuous by its absence was the size of the 

space. Except from one respondent mentioning an extreme case where people were packed in 

a very small room with noisy loud music, no one mentioned the need for big spaces or talking 

about it as a key feature of a good experience.  

Thus the big hotel spa facilities was not on the agenda and part of the talks on quality 

or luxury feeling. This indicates the possibility of value innovation by reducing the size of the 

space and thereby reducing the cost.  This could make it possible to increase or add other 

elements that create real value for the customers without changing the price (A key aspect of 

any value innovation process). 
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These insights from the interviews are summarised in figure 4.6 with the darker 

circles indicating issues with higher importance. 

 

 
Source: own making 

Figure 4.6 Summary of interviewee service preferences 

 

4.5 Value innovation – the new concept 

With the added knowledge from the customer interview, next step is the actual value 

innovation through the 4-action framework based on the information and analysis of 

secondary data, desk research of service providers in Bangkok and Thailand, and the analysis 

of the qualitative and visual interviews.  

As mentioned in the discussion of the Blue Ocean strategy framework there is 

basically four actions that could be taken to create value innovation and draw a new more 

competitive strategic canvas (In this a case a strategic canvas for a new business entrance in 

the market): Reduce, Raise and Eliminate competitive factors of the service offered or Create 

completely new competitive factors of the service. The goal of this is to draw new strategic 

canvas carving out an uncontested Blue Ocean. A Blue Ocean that through the value 

innovation process has reduced the cost of the business model and at the same time has 

increased the buyer value. In this way the process will not only focus on cost leadership or 

differentiation/focus strategy but on both approaches in one concept. 
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Hard choices 

The risk in this process is to add everything that the customers say they like. Firstly 

because customers would like to have everything and pay as little as possible, secondly 

because adding everything mentioned by everybody leads into the trap of trying to be 

everything to everyone. This is the road that has been followed by the industry lately, ending 

up with to many options of treatments that no one uses. This show how difficult it is to use 

customers and user on issues such as innovation. When it comes down to the actual choices, 

prioritising and development of a compelling value proposition, the answers from the 

customers can only be used as indications and inspiration – the hard choices remains in the 

hands of the service and product developer. In doing so, it is worth remembering that the 

concept has to have a compelling tagline or to put it in other words: It has to have a clear 

identity and convincing value for the selected target segment(s). 

Looking across the data and interview there seems to be an interest for a more result 

oriented kind of spa, focused on improving the quality of urban life with effective treatments, 

healthy organic food and feeling relaxed with friends in a cool place with a natural and green 

feeling in the middle of the big city. Another trend is also about effectiveness of the 

treatments, but takes another approach with focus on “High tech” including such things as 

Botox, laser, filler etc. The story, feeling and tagline of this approach is quite different and 

difficult to combine with the first approach and the skills and technology for the high tech 

approach is also completely different, thus in terms of the business model this is an approach 

that ends up with a very messy and high cost business model as well as a rather messy 

tagline. Thus as the support for the later approach was unclear the value innovation process 

will continue with the more natural, urban quality of life approach. 

 

4.5.1. Reducing factors 

Space: One of the primary cost drivers in the industry is the big space that spas 

typically occupy. Two factors suggest that this is actually not adding a proportionate value for 

the customer. Firstly, there is an increasing focus on results and high tech rather than 

pampering treatments, thus the traditional focus on the environment and the felling of luxury 

even on the expense of the professional quality of the treatment or innovation in the 

treatments, seems to be out of touch with the customers. Secondly, if the concept should be 

suitable for implementation in tight and expensive cities around Asia, it is crucial that the 

concept doesn’t take up too much costly space. 
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Thus reducing the space that the spa occupies with a less space-consuming concept 

might indeed create an interesting way to improve other factors more valuable to the 

customer. Perhaps one could even create something that is more interesting than the 

traditional treatment area that all spas seem to use.  

Taking inspiration for example from Japanese capsule hotels, where the space 

available on the one hand is reduced to a minimum. On the other hand the facilities available 

in these capsules can sometime be quite cool and even look luxurious like small mini suites. 

The “FIRST CABIN” concept is an interesting example of how to provide a compact yet 

sophisticated atmosphere. They even have first class and business class – see mood board 

Appendix 3. To keep the pampering feeling and make the proportions more suitable for a 

massage experience, one could take inspiration from one of the most pampering items known 

– the poster bed. Thus designing a row of capsules like the Japanese capsule hotels but bigger 

and with the feeling of the poster bed – perhaps with inspiration of Japanese sliding doors. 

This could be the brief for the design department of the GINGER. 

 

Range of treatments: Both the studies done by Stenden Rangsit University / Thai 

Spa Association and the interview clearly show that the actual demand for the extensive 

variation of treatments and packages is rather limited. Most people, especially among local 

residents and Asian customers are more interested in simple traditional Thai massage or (new 

innovative) result oriented treatments. Thus all the pampering and imaginative types of 

treatments be cut out and focus will be on the basic effective technics in new result oriented 

combinations – will be discussed later under Raised factors.  

 

Time of treatments: Another area that might be reduced is the time of the treatment 

or at least offer shorter but more efficient treatments as an option. This actually builds on 

insight from not-users that mention “lack of time” as one of their primary reasons for not 

going to a spa. This is also indicated in our qualitative studies. Together with the increasing 

demand for more result oriented and effective treatments, it might indeed be an interesting 

option to reduce the time of the treatment combined with putting together innovative and 

effective combinations of treatments. In value innovation terms this would reduce the cost of 

the treatment and at the same time increase the customer-value of treatments. 
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4.5.2 Raise factors 

Quality & Skills: As both the Stenden Rangsit University / Thai Spa Association 

study shows and further supported by the qualitative interview, customers primary concern is 

the skills of the therapist and quality of the massage. As mentioned, this is already well 

known in the industry, however so fare nothing significant has happened to move beyond 

basic training in traditional skills, customer service and pampering ability. Health Land is an 

example of a company that have done quite a lot to ensure the quality of the treatments. 

Through talks with therapist and test visits this appear to be done mainly through 

standardization of the treatments and training in this standard treatment. This is a good basic 

quality control strategy, however when the client have some specific issues as tested through 

visits, it becomes clear that the therapist does not necessarily have a deep knowledge of 

alternative and necessary supplementing treatment to deal with specific problem.    

Thus with the increasing focus by customers on treatments that actually works and not 

only pampers the customers this represents an interesting opportunity for service providers 

that can handle the professional challenge, including know-how and staff training.   

This can of course be handled through strategic partnerships with educational 

institutes in healthcare /massage. Probably this is also necessary in order to provide the 

documentation of skills, as any official standards or general accepted standards of certificates 

are still not available. Even so, with new innovative treatments, as suggested later, there will 

be a need for documentation beyond the certificates for the traditional Thai massage that is 

currently being worked on from official side 

The Innovative factor: There is a growing demand for innovative treatments 

targeting and solving specific needs, problems and pains. The obvious one for this target 

group would be the office syndrome also mentioned in the Stenden Rangsit University / Thai 

Spa Association. For example one could combine a highly effective combination of 

traditional Thai massage, elements of Swedish massage, reflexology etc. (should be 

developed together with professional healthcare/massage people). Other possible innovative 

treatments could be offerings targeting Women’s period pain, post sports, post long travel 

including energy boost.  

Other areas could be facial treatments that combine facial massage with high tech 

laser treatments, and/or Botox or fillers as anti aging treatments. A demand for such offerings 

was not supported strongly by the qualitative study, even though there was some interest. It’s 

also important to have in mind that the skills of the therapist and quality of treatment is even 

more crucial in these treatments and of a complete different nature.  
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4.5.3 Eliminate factors: 

Traditional Thai spa style: Even though this seems to be used as a key marketing 

aspect and competitive factor by many service providers, it might actually be one of the 

factors that could be eliminated completely to create a more competitive value curve. Firstly 

as a great many seems to use this style and tone as an indication of knowledge within 

traditional Thai massage, and pampering luxury there is in reality not much differentiation or 

hallmark left in this style. Secondly the word “Thai massage” and Thai style might have less 

positive associations in a wider geographic context. Firstly there is a widespread association 

between Thai massage and so called “erotic Thai Massage” “that misleads customers and 

operators to perceive Thai traditional massage in a sexual connotation” as documented in a 

study by The European Union’s TEC II programme for Thailand (Canavari et al, 2011; xi). 

This point is not made less problematic by the fact that in reality many traditional Thai 

massage shops also offers sexual related services, even though they might not advertise it 

openly.  

From a business perspective, especially for a new concept aiming at the 

international/ASEAN market it might indeed be interesting/necessary to build the visual 

brand on another style & tone as well as applying other terms. For example “Wat po” 

massage instead of Thai massage. Secondly the new generation of customers, especially in an 

international perspective seems to be as much result and lifestyle oriented as tradition 

oriented. Thus focusing on results and urban lifestyle rather than traditional Thai style is 

considered to be a more unique and differentiating branding strategy suitable for the target 

segment. At the same time this will avoid some of the less desirable perceptions associated 

with “Thai massage”. 

 

4.5.4. Create factors 

New Asian Urban lifestyle. By looking across time there seems to be a clear 

indication of a new rapidly growing specific Asian urban lifestyle (Roll 2006,33). Thus to 

replace or combine traditional Thai style, with a more contemporary visual and physical 

brand style is suggested. A style that reflects the growing middle class of confident younger 

professionals that are thinking, “this is our time, now it’s our turn, we are coming” (The 

Economist, ASEAN Insights). The core of this style should be a natural urban cool look with 

use of natural materials but in a modern and cool way. It is here important to remember the 

theoretical discussion on ASEAN customers and the need for localization.  Thus in order for 

the projects to be ready for internationalisation around AEC its important that the basic 
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design reflects a more general Asian (urban) lifestyle, and at the same time the details of the 

design and service should be customizable to local needs, preferences and culture.  

An element that could enhance the lifestyle aspect of the spa was to replace the many 

spa-products market in the spas for home use, that apparently no one buy, with more lifestyle 

oriented and reasonable priced products that people actually need. Under the slogan “Spa 

Living” one could market cool sent dispenser, towels, bathrobes, soft slippers as well as soap, 

lotion etc. in cool design that fit into the many new condos in BKK/Asia. Other interesting 

things could be spin offs on the café lounge (see below) such as healthy organic tea, dried 

fruits and nuts, healthy dried snacks. 

 

Socializing and healthy food. Part of this new urban lifestyle in Asian cities might be 

to merge the popular concept of lifestyle cafés and their assortment of light food and 

beverage with a healthy spa experience and atmosphere. Food is indeed a key point of both 

being health and socialising and Asian culture in general. Thus for a new concept inspiration 

might be found here for creating new competitive factors through the inclusion of 

complementary products and service offerings. Obviously some ideas can be taken from the 

food business, but here the café style might be to busy and not compatible with the necessary 

feeling of relaxing and comfort in a spa experience.  

Perhaps a “lounge” style and feeling might offer more in this regard. The inspiration 

could be taken from cool airline lounge and rooftop lounges or even innovative service 

lounges in telecom like the ones seen in Paragon, Bangkok by TRUE and AIS. The concept 

of the lounge offers both the comfort of a social hangout and the infrastructure to handle 

customers waiting for their service … in this case their massage. Thus this might also be part 

of the brief to the GINGER’s design team.  

Adding food also enhances the focus on the urban lifestyle as giving the customers the 

opportunity to eat at the spa means they can make more of their after work spare time. 

Offering the option of takeaway food could even further enhance this. 

 

With the business model in mind, when considering adding food to the concept, it’s 

extremely important to consider how this might be done without making the business model 

to complicated and costly. For example adding an extensive menu, a kitchen and hiring chefs 

as part of the business set-up is fare to complicated. Rather the food concept based on pre-

fabricated light but health and organic meals sourced from partners seem like the only 

feasible way to approach this. This would reduce the food concept to a small preparation 
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kitchen, and the process of heating and serving the meal and drinks. Thus the food concept 

have to be based on external sourcing of the product in the same way as for example lotions, 

oils and other spa products are sourced. 

 

The content of these four processes of reducing, raising, eliminating and creating 

competitive factors is summarized in Figure 4.7, and form a new value curve that hopefully 

when implemented in the design of the service concept can create an uncontested market 

position – a Blue Ocean.  

 

 
Source: own making 

Figure 4.7 Value Innovations in the Spa Industry 

 

4.6. New value curve  

Based on the value innovation process a new strategic canvas can be drawn up 

including the value curve for the new concept called “NEW Spa” as illustrated in figure 4.7. 

This is basically done in three steps: Firstly the new competitive factors identified in the 

“Create” part of the value innovation process (see 4.5.4) is added to the x-axis (horizontal). 

Secondly the planned relative value of the “New Spa” concept is plotted in for all competitive 

factors to draw a complete value curve of the new concept that position the new Blue Ocean 

concept in the market. Thirdly the value curves of the excising competitors is also extended 

by plotting in the value for the added competitive factors to form a complete curve showing 

the market position of each competitive concept across all competitive factors including the 

added factors. 
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This curve outlines the competitive profile of the concept and show the possible Blue 

Ocean space carved out through the value innovation process.  

This new curve represents the strategic guidelines for the new concept and should 

assure a strong strategic position. With its unique cross category combination of social 

lifestyle lounge and highly functional, and result oriented treatments this could indeed 

become a true Blue Ocean strategy aiming at the uncontested market of young urban 

professional - that is if the strategy is executed with the necessary specific insights and design 

competences and professional competences.   

 

Together all the value innovations are interacting to create a new markets space that 

can be summarized in four new competitive factors. “Quality & Skills”, “Result oriented 

treatments”, “Socializing & Food” and “New Asian Urban lifestyle”  

Quality & Skills represents all the considerations regarding skills of therapists and 

quality of treatments both with regard to traditional offering, innovative treatments, and other 

facial treatments. The key here is to make professionalism and skills part of the brand rather 

than just pampering. This could include certification and documentation of therapist skill 

made visual on site and online. Result oriented treatments follows this brand identity by 

developing new result oriented treatments that actually work by focusing on specific 

customer needs and pains. In short: less fuzz, more substance. Together these first two factors 

create a strong identity as the Spa that offers quality treatments that actually works - 

treatments that are focused on the needs of local younger urban professionals.  

 
Source: own making 

Figure 4.8 New Value Curve 
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Spas are however like most services more than just a specific activity. It is also part of 

people social life, self-pampering, self-fulfilment and creation of a great lifestyle.  

Thus the third “Socializing & Food” cater for the needs to socialize and include the 

spa in the urban lifestyle. At the same time this element also caters for the need for 

convenient and healthy food as a coherent service offering in the busy lives of the urban 

residents. In 2013, 44% of the respondents did not go to the spa and 48% of this group 

answered that they did not go to the spa because they did not have enough time.  This means 

app 21% of the population could be a potential new customers if we could make a time 

saving concept that could make it possible to go to the spa - for example by offering light 

healthy dinners after they finished spa/massage or perhaps take-away, so that they don’t have 

to use time on finding food afterwards. 

 

The fourth element “Asian Urban lifestyle” continues the lifestyle theme of the third 

element by implementing the whole concept in an urban Asian lifestyle environment. This is 

extremely important, as the physical concept is the most tangible and visual proof of the 

concept and a strong part of the branding. This should also be implemented in online medias, 

prints and other physical branding elements to build a coherent visual style and brand 

identity.  

 

Compared to the competition 

Together these four elements form a value proposition that for this specific target 

segment exceeds that of traditional spas. As for the existing elements the prices are kept on an 

average level as will be discussed in further details below. This is possible in that the cost of 

increasing the quality of treatments is offset by less use of space and a more focused service 

offering, that needs less of equipment, space and materials as well as less cost in training in 

new kinds of treatments with very little turnover. Additional income from supplementing 

offerings and services will not be able to help reduce the prices on the treatments, as these 

offering will have there own cost structure to balance, including raw materials, equipment 

and space. The level of exclusivity is kept on a level of higher middle class, but as described 

earlier, with focus on contemporary coolness rather than traditional exclusivity. This of 

course means that the traditional Thai spa style is avoided as a clear point of differentiation. 

As for the location the concept will need to find good locations as described in detail below to 

keep up with the competition.  
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As this concept could easily be the most contemporary and offer a strong feeling of 

lifestyle and quality in urban life, it might prove to be able to take customer from much 

higher priced traditional high-end lifestyle spas. At the same time this value proposition 

might attract customers that so fare haven’t used spas due to lack of time, lack of effects on 

pains.  

 

4.7 Service Marketing Mix for new concept  - the 7 Ps 

Based on the value innovation and the new value curve, the Blue Ocean concept 

development will be concluded with a strategy for the service marketing mix for the new 

project. As can be seen in these considerations, there is a direct link between this value 

innovation and the service marketing mix as described in the 7P’s. Thus the analysis of this 

project will conclude by outlining the overall service marketing strategy based on the 7P 

framework. This should function as the strategic guidelines for further development of the 

specific designs and services including treatments, choice of locations, service design, pricing 

and staff training and recruitment.  

 

The Product should be a service that aims at improving the quality of life for young 

urban professional in Bangkok to begin with and later also other Asian metropolis. Taking its 

starting point in the Spa business but combined with a lifestyle lounge serving light healthy 

meals it should add strong elements from complementary businesses. Thus the concept takes 

clues from cafés and lounges and combines it with a strong result oriented quality spa and 

health service. There might also be included a retail element selling “The Urban Spa 

lifestyle”. The result is an innovative Spa in an “urban lifestyle lounge” setting, targeting 

young professionals and their lifestyle, offering more value for this group for similar money. 

Thus with it’s strong foundation in therapist skills, and innovative combination-treatments 

this is a concept that combines professionalism and skills can with a strong sense of lifestyle 

and the social aspects of the service and experience economy.  

The Price-point for this service should match the economic reality of the target group 

and the intended use of the service. That means a price point that lies in the middle to upper 

middle price range depending on the treatment. On the other hand the prices should not be to 

low for several reason. Firstly the business should be profitable and must reflect the costs. 

Secondly the prices should reflect the actual quality of the service provided as well as the 

perceived value. Thus pricing is not only about costs and mark-up. A key to success is to be 

able to produce a service that is perceived as high value but is not necessarily more expensive 
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to produce. This is the clue in value innovation. Thirdly as the specific quality might be 

difficult to evaluate in details, the price might functions as an indication of quality as 

discussed earlier.  

Part of the pricing might be a “mileage” award system as the one used in the airline 

business to indicate membership status in the lounge. This might make it possible to have a 

higher standard price to indicate quality and at the same time be able to offer lower prices for 

loyal local resident customers. 

Place is crucial in the spa business. The spa have to be conveniently located and in 

prober quality building – no more, no less. Thus extremely expensive locations don’t fit the 

concept and segment. For more detail on the physical location see Physical Evidence below. 

As for the specific locations the nearby availability of infrastructure, especially BTS, MRT 

and similar systems in other cities is crucial. Locations close to newer condos targeting the 

same customer segment should be an advantage. For example around ASOK, Thong Lo etc., 

but also stations like Ari or Phra Khanong. 

 

On this early stage of the new concept the Promotion (Branding and advertising) 

for the New Spa Business can of course not be specified. However a few considerations 

should function as a starting point for the actual promotion strategy when the concept is 

completed.   

1) The key story and message for the concept should include: Quality of treatment, 

innovation, healthy lifestyle and quality of city life. This should be backed by a visual 

certification of therapists.  

2) The style and tone of the concept should be reflected in a marketing campaign that 

emphasises the lifestyle of its target customers and the combination of this with innovative, 

quality treatments. This is a message of quality of life in urban areas, about “URBAN 

WELLNESS …looking great, feeling even better” due to functional and innovative treatments 

and healthy light food, all as part of a cool evening out with friends, spouse or family.  

3) The marketing campaign should be designed for mobile devices and below the line 

marketing that is the primary ways to reach this high tech and urban commuting segment of 

customers. The design of the branding material will be discussed below under Physical 

evidence.  

Further, for this target segment social media interaction with customers to keep them 

posted on what’s going on, new services etc. are an important part as well as a cool urban 

lifestyle website/blog. This could include knowledge sharing on healthy living, food and cool 
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“spa lifestyle” at home to take the relations to the customer even further beyond the 

traditional vendor – buyer relation.  

People are the key assets in this concept. Not because the physical environment and 

branding is not important, but because the quality of the treatment is the key point of concern 

for the customers. Thus recruiting therapist, establishing cooperation with knowledge partners 

within the relevant treatment areas is a key issue for the service marketing strategy of this 

concept. Finding management and training staff to be able to combine spa knowhow with the 

new lifestyle oriented services will be an equally important “People” task in the project. 

The design of all Physical Evidence – the physical branding, is an important aspect of the 

spa business, not least in this lifestyle-oriented concept. As mentioned, some initial ideas 

have been shown in the mood board from the visual interview – see Appendix 3. It’s 

important that the values of the concepts, such as quality, innovation, functionality and urban 

life are reflected in everything from buildings/rooms, brochures, stationery, business cards, 

website, uniforms, lighting, music etc. These elements are extremely important in the creation 

of the emotional aspects of the service. They have to make up a coherent storey together with 

all the other elements of the mix to give the brand a clear, unique and easy understandable 

identity.  

Process is the last but very important aspect of the service. It is the design and 

management of the specific processes of servicing the customers, where all the other aspects 

come together in a convincing and value creating customer journey. From the first touch 

point with the customer online, on the mobile or in stationaries via the information and 

reservation process to the reception where the service minded staff should create an 

experience of competence, lifestyle and quality of life in the span of minutes and hours where 

the customer enjoys the hospitality and service. This is a process where the customer is 

extremely important not only because they pay, but also because creating positive feeling is 

crucial to establish an interaction where the customer participates in the creation of the 

service experience.  

 

4.8. Considerations regarding expansion of the concept within the AEC 

As discussed in section 2.5 there is basically two suitable ways to reach out to the 

very diverse markets and cultures of the AEC. Either you establish a core service based on 

universal human insight and then localize them to fit each market, or you develop individual 

concept for each market.  
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The study suggest that for the Spa and massage industry in Asia there is a core of 

universal needs in terms of efficient and innovative treatments that is shared across different 

nationalities in Asia according to the spa studies conducted by Stenden Rangsit University 

and Thai Spa Association. Further contemporary lifestyle in the bigger cities across South 

East Asia shows similar trends in style and tone so that a concept developed for Bangkok 

would probably work well in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur or Hong Kong (outside AEC). 

However the differences between the countries across Asia or even ASEAN are significant, 

especially outside the capitals, thus beyond some basic commonalities in terms of treatment, 

visual and physical design and brand to differentiate the brand, it is not possible to decided on 

the specific service design and marketing beforehand. For example issues like price, location, 

specific service and socializing will very much depend on local culture, market structure as 

well as infrastructure etc. 

Realistically GINGER will probably have to adjust both service and marketing mix 

including market communication to accommodate with local preferences and demand. 

 

4.9 The Business Modell 

As mentioned earlier making a compelling and winning value proposition is only half 

way to success. For the project to be a great business idea, it will of course have to be 

financially profitable. Thus the concept and value propositioned outlined in this study have to 

be further developed within the framework of the complete Business Model and strategic 

capabilities of GINGER. As for the later these internal information including for example 

financial resources, strategic partners etc. are not available, however the findings of this study 

is sketched out within the Business Model Generation framework to facilitate the use of the 

result of this study and the further development of the project.   

 

Customer Segments, are as earlier described: 

>Middle class and up with urban lifestyle in bigger Asian cities. 

> 25-44 ++ men, women, couples 

> Local residents 

> Higher education, quality and health oriented professionals with busy life … 

 

Value Proposition, is as earlier described: 

> Innovative efficient treatments that actually works. Combining different technics, Thai, 

Swedish, reflexology, Targeting specific situations an pains e.g. office pains, period pains, 
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after sport pains etc..  

> A tasty, healthy, fast food concept based on Thai food (organic, no trans fat acid ) 

> Feel good and social ”New Asian” urban lifestyle design Spa lounge 

 

Channels, follow the earlier described concept and can be summarized as  

> Simple but stylish upmarket look Spa & Lifestyle Lounge 

> Stylish Cool takeaway food concept 

 

Customer Relationships, follow the earlier described concept and can be summarized as 

below. 

> Personalized CRM with membership card and “mileage” reward system 

> Social media interaction with customers to keep the posted on what’s going on, new 

services etc.  

> Cool urban lifestyle website/blog with knowledge sharing on healthy living, food and cool 

“spa lifestyle” at home  

 

Revenue Stream, These will consist of a wide range of incomes from treatments, sales of 

food and beverage, and retail sale from spa shop. In the future the concept could be enhanced 

with home treatment to increase the turnover for each unit without increasing the rental costs 

and utilize the capacity of the staff as much as possible. 

> Treatment fees 

> Food and beverage sales from Lounge 

> Food and beverage takeaway 

> “Spa Living” products range 

 

Key Resources, include the resources that are crucial for providing the services outlined in 

the concept, not only in terms of physical services, but also in terms of “delivering” the 

branded lifestyle feeling. 

> Service concept and treatment knowledge - Intellectual property rights  

> Location and service design 

> Brand, Intellectual properties 

> Trained therapists and Spa lounge hostess 
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Key Activities, includes the key organisational processes necessary to prepare and deliver the 

service and experiences for the concept: 

> Innovative effective treatments and customer service  

> Recruitment, training and education 

> Maintaining / cleaning facilities to high standards 

> Marketing, Branding and personalized CRM  

 

Key Partners, indicates the key partner that should be sourced for further development and 

operation of the concept: 

> Organic pre-cooked food suppliers 

> Massage and treatment teachers… e.g. Watt Poo 

> Supplier of spa products, and retail items for lounge shop 

> Owner of rental property 

 

Cost Structure, specifies the main cost for the operation of the project. In this kind of 

business this is unsurprisingly salaries, training and rent. This highlights why reducing the 

space needed and utilizing the staff capacity to create as much value and turnover as possible 

(productivity) is crucial for the sustainability of the project: 

> Salaries, training and recruiting 

> Spa products and other products supplies 

> Food & Beverage supplies 

> Rent of location 

> Marketing & Branding and CRM activities 

 

Whit this discussion of the Blue Ocean value innovation and concept developed in 

this study, the work of the project is concluded and finished – a summary of this business 

model canvas can be found in Appendix 6. It is now up to GINGER to take the findings and 

result and turn them into a business unit. These would included physical designs of the actual 

spa and facilities, development of treatments and develop of a final business model based on 

(information on) their strategic capabilities and resources, including financial budgeting.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

 

Taking the point of departure in GINGER’s idea to introduce a new “Lifestyle driven 

Spa and Massage concept”, this study has examined whether this idea is an interesting and 

potentially lucrative business idea, and developed a Blue Ocean Strategy and a 7p service 

marketing parameter mix for the concept. 

 

5.1. Conclusion. 

The first question and step in the project was to research and evaluate the market 

situation in the spa and massage industry, including overall market situation, existing 

competitors and the customer demand.  

The second question and step in the project was to evaluate to what extent it is 

possible to create a blue ocean concept for a lucrative business opportunity and specify what 

such a Blue Ocean strategy should look like?  

The third question and step in the project was to specify this Blue Ocean strategy in 

terms of strategic marketing parameter mix as guideline for an actual marketing plan 

targeting this market position.  

5.1.1. The market situation 

The analysis of the data shows an industry that is very much driven by traditions and 

competitive factors that is taken for granted in the industry. There seem to be very little 

“thinking outside the box”, and after many profitable year the competitions is getting more 

intense and lower prices are expected in the future. Even though innovation seems to be a big 

theme in the industry, the industry has in general stayed within the self-imposed boundaries 

of the industry with very little value innovation going on. Mostly the industry has developed 

by adding more features to the services, reducing the prices or both - features that not 

necessarily seems to be in sync with the customer needs. Further more, few Spas seem to 

cater for the local residents of younger middle class professionals with higher educations. 

This group is mostly left to the less satisfactory   services of small local massage shops that 

doesn’t offer the service that they need and want. The only prominent example seems to be 

Health Land that with their no-nonsense concept has found a strong market position, but 

never the less seems rather of the beat of the new generation and with not much mojo. Thus 

the analysis of the industry and the existing competition does indeed show that there might be 

an opportunity to create a Blue Ocean Strategy.  
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Thus through the analysis of the secondary data on the consumers, their characteristics 

and service preferences it was clear that the predominant customer segment is neither expats 

or tourists but this group of younger mainly Thai middle class and local residents with a 

higher academic education (bachelor/master) accounting for approximately ¾ of all 

customers. The data didn’t provide any information as to how much of the turnover this group 

provide, however based on the size of the group and the fact that 46% of this group are 

spending between 750-3,000 per time, it’s safe to conclude that this group represent a 

significant share of the industry and an interesting target segment.  

Based on these insights it was concluded that both the lack of innovation in the 

industry and lack of offerings targeting this very big group of customers indicated the 

possibility of creating a Blue Ocean strategy for a new service concept targeting the lifestyle 

and aspirations of this group. 

Through a comparison of the factors that the industry currently competes on with the 

parameters identified as six key characteristics of existing and future demand in correlation 

with the 6 path framework of market reconstruction indicated several possible paths for 

reconstruction of the market: 

 

Path 1 - Several reconstruction opportunities was found through innovative combinations of 

otherwise alternative services targeting the same segment. Thus by emphasizing the social 

aspects and healthy food in the concept and combine it with innovative effective treatments, it 

might be possible not only to win customers from competing spas, but redefine the market 

and catch customers from e.g. cafés, cinemas and other lifestyle activities. When doing so, 

one have to be careful to create a service concept that is also compatible in terms of the 

backend of the business model –  resources, processes, partners - otherwise the result might 

be a costly business model. 

Path 4 - reconstructing the market by including the complementary services of food to form a 

cross-over concepts between café, lounge and spa to win both some people from restaurants 

but also people that don’t use spas because they don’t have time.  

Path 5 - reconstruction opportunity in shifting the balance towards a more functional 

approach to spa and massage. This is supported by the increasing numbers of Asian 

customers, including the younger professional middleclass Thais constituting the majority of 

customers in Bangkok. 

Path 6 innovation – through thinking across time where developing an urban lifestyle concept 

for the rapidly growing lifestyle conscious middleclass of younger urban professionals with 
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the above elements might constitute a complete new market. This would be a Blue Ocean that 

is also driven by the emotional and lifestyle related aspirations of the segment. 

 

These findings were subsequently examined further in a qualitative study of 

customers from the target segment. This study confirmed the previous finding and added 

qualitative and deeper insights into perceptions, aspirations and preferences for the specific 

target segment. Thus through this study is was confirmed that the customers are very 

concerned about the skills of the therapists, the quality of the treatment and that they are more 

interested in treatments that actually work (result oriented) than papering treatment. The 

study also strongly confirmed that any service offering have to be within as realistic prices 

range reflecting the economic reality of the target group professional.   

Further the study showed a strong emphasizes on cleanness and in continuation of the 

focus on result-oriented treatments the study showed an interest in new innovative treatments 

targeting specific issues and needs.  

As for the lifestyle element of the study, the majority of the respondents was 

interested in a concept that was more in tune with modern times and also had some social 

elements including light meals and cool lounge facilities. 

 

The overall conclusion and the answered to the first research question is that the 

market situation is characterized by conservative service providers that within different price 

segments compete on the same taken for granted factors, with little value innovation and 

“thinking outside the box”. At the same time the study shows that the majority of customers 

in the market are actually more result oriented, less interested in pricy pampering treatments 

and ready to try something new that fits their lifestyle better. In fact there seem to be a real 

interesting opportunity for a blue ocean strategy with focus on local younger professionals, 

contemporary lifestyle and effective treatments.  

 

5.1.2 The Blue Ocean Strategy for New Spa concept by GINGER 

Based on the sum of these findings the 4 action framework was used for the value 

innovation process, to create the new value curve and thereby the guideline for a Blue Ocean 

Strategy. This strategy show how to reconstruct the market and create a uncontested market 

position for a lifestyle driven concept, that GINGER can follow if they want to move into the 

spa business.  
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The identified Blues Ocean strategy was outlined and illustrated in a “NEW Spa” 

value curve that reflected the preferences of the target segment but also a strategy that by 

redefining the industry and offering a unique cross-industry value proposition based on the 4 

actions, creates a potential new Blue Ocean as illustrated in figure 4.8. 

 

Thus the answer to the second research question is that there is indeed a clear market 

opportunity and possibility to create a blue ocean concept for a lucrative business concept. 

Further it can be conclude that such a strategy should follow these guideline specified for 

each of the existing and added competitive factors: 

 

“Price level” - should follow main competitors in the upper middleclass segment – 

further details below 

“Varity of Treatments” – is significant reduced with focus on treatments that works 

and new innovative combination treatments. 

“Exclusivity”: should reflect the upper middleclass segment, but with a visual design 

and style that reflects the contemporary urban lifestyle of the target segment, taking clues 

from complementary lifestyle industries, especially different kinds of lounges. 

“Location/accessibility” - focus on accessibility and nearness to the target segment, 

for example location in upper middle class neighbourhoods/condos or close to BTS and MRT 

stations.  

“Traditional Thai Spa Style” is eliminated as this a lifestyle driven concept that takes 

it’s clues from contemporary design. 

“Quality and Skills” – is made a key factor of competition and raised significantly, 

both when it comes to traditional treatments and new innovative treatments. Further a clear 

certification system should be implemented and communicated as part of reconstructing the 

market and differentiate the concept. 

“Result oriented treatments” – is strongly emphasised as part of reconstructing the 

market and differentiate the concept. 

“Socializing and food” – is strongly emphasised as part of reconstructing the market 

and differentiate the concept. 

“Reflects New Asian Urban Lifestyle” – is the visual backbone of the concept to 

differentiate and attract the target segment. 
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5.1.3. The 7 P’s strategic marketing mix  

In order to make the Blue Ocean strategy more tangible and set-up specific guideline 

for implementing the Blue Ocean strategy, a 7P strategic service marketing mix was outlined. 

This answers the third research question of how a marketing mix strategy should look like in 

order to actually grab and create this market opportunity and position:  

  

Product: An innovative Spa in an urban lifestyle lounge style, targeting young professionals 

and their lifestyle with a strong result oriented quality and innovative service offering. 

Price-point that matches the economic reality of the target segment with prices that lies in 

the middle to upper-middle price range. There is no indication of any significant demand 

beyond 3,000 THB per hour and mostly people want to spend less than 1,000 – 1,500 

depending on treatment. 

Place smaller shop-house size locations nearby infrastructure, especially BTS, MRT 

preferable close to newer condos targeting the same customer segment. For example around 

ASOK, Thong Lo etc., but also stations like Ari or Phra Khanong. 

Promotion (Branding and advertising) with a key brand story about:  

1) Quality of treatment, innovation and high-tech.  

2) Urban quality of life campaign that emphasises the lifestyle of its target customers  

UBAN WELLNESS… Feeling great, looking even better. 

3) Marketing campaign focusing on mobile devices and below the line marketing that 

reaches out to this high tech and urban commuting segment of customers.  

People are the key assets in this concept. Focus is on recruiting and training of therapist, 

other staff and management. Focus on combining spa knowhow with the new lifestyle 

oriented services mindedness. 

Physical Evidence – introduces a more urban and contemporary looking environment as part 

of the experience.   

Process From the first touch point with the customer online, on the mobile or in stationaries 

via the information and reservation process to the reception where the service minded staff 

the process should create an experience of competence, lifestyle and quality of life. 

 

5.2 Discussion 

Whether this is a good strategy or not can only be evaluated in the market, however 

some indication can be found in the criteria for a god Blue Ocean: focus, divergence, and a 

compelling tagline. 
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Focus: As can be seen from the new value curve in Figure 4.8 it has a clear focus on 

factors that is found to have a strong resonance with the urban target segment and therefor 

represent a strong choice of options. At the same time it’s also a realistic value curve in terms 

of cost cutting on factors that has little value for the target segment including expensive 

treatments and size of space.  

Diverges from the industry standard: This is also clearly a curve that is not only 

benchmarking, but takes a clear stance to serve the new segment with a cross-group and 

cross-industry service offering. Thus the curve keep the middle level on the fundamentals, 

increases on quality and creates a complete new market with the new factors. This is not 

another “me-too” spa businesses, but a concept that wants to change the game. 

Compelling Tagline: The essence of this strategy is quit simple with a clear direction to the 

target segment, thus the compelling tagline as already “leaked” is as simple as the focus of 

the project on urban customers and their wellness.  

 

“URBAN WELLNESS… looking great, feeling even better” 

 

This is easy to understand and communicate and says exactly what the customer can 

expect. It can also function as a guide for future development of the business with its clear 

focus on urban and a functional effective treatment that actually makes you feel and look 

better. 

 

Blue Ocean and beyond  

As discussed in chapter 4, it is important to be aware that even this should prove to be 

a good strategy, this might be copied relatively fast in the service business where entrance 

barriers are relatively low. This will push the company back into a traditional competition 

situation. It is therefore important to use the lead of a new concept and unique market 

position, already from the beginning, to build a strong market position and create as much 

barriers for new competitors as possible. This could for example be through first mover 

advantage and strong branding activities to create high brand value. It can also be through 

protection of key resource and processes, like running all crucial training as internal programs 

(not outsourcing), develop products and treatments that can be protected by trademark or 

patents. Eventually though, the competition will catch up and innovative companies have to 

keep innovating to stay ahead of the game. 
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5.3. Implication for business 

For GINGER’s considerations on joining the spa and massage business, the analysis 

and developments of this project shows a strategy for how to make this project a profitable 

Blue Ocean project. 

 

On the face of it, the Spa and Massage business like the circus business or the fast 

food burger business all look like clear cases of fierce red ocean competition industries. 

However as in the case of Cirque du Soleil and Shake Shack burger, by using the blue ocean 

thinking and business development tools it might actually be possible to carve out interesting 

and game changing new business models that recreates markets and takes the project into 

blue waters.  

It is a project that both reflects and leverage universal human insights and at the same 

time has a strong foundation in local way of life, preferences and culture. Thus on one hand 

the basic idea and attributes of the concept representing universal condition of life around 

Asian cities makes it possible to expand the concept around Asia. On the other hand the 

projects should be localized to cater for local conditions and preferences.  

For the company, the job is now to consider whether they have the resource and 

knowledge to carry out the necessary research and development processes and subsequently 

implement the strategy. Coming from the lifestyle business, it’s important for the company to 

realize that the spa and massage business is not only about style but indeed also a question of 

quality of life. Thus whereas the company have a strong competence base in the style and 

food area, they need to acquire the necessary competence when it comes to treatments either 

through hiring or through partnership.  

 

A good framework for the considerations is the Business Model Canvas, where 

chapter 4 concluded with sketching out the different elements of a possible business model 

for the project. Combined with in depth internal information this should provide a good 

starting point for GINGERs strategic considerations and development of the final Business 

Model. They have to be specially careful when selecting and designing the different possible 

new elements, like for example the food lounge concept, as these can easily make the 

business model unprofitable if there is no synergy effect between them or the business 

process gets to complicated. This is especially true for the food/beverage part where one 

probably have to outsource the production of the food as this will complicated the business a 

lot to incorporate cooking in the business. Having a kitchen in the same location as a spa 
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(greasy and smelly), buying and storing ingredients, employ and train chefs and kitchen staff 

etc. is far too complicated and adds a lot of cost. 

Thus it is important that the Blue Ocean strategy and 7p developed in this project is 

development into a complete business model for the new business unit, to create a coherent 

unit that is well integrated and profitable…no chain is stronger than the weakest link. 

 

Bottom line for the company though, is that this looks like an interesting project for 

them and with their many years of experience also from the café business they have a strong 

starting point. This confirms the basic ideas of the GINGER’s executive and this study have 

given detailed information and developed strategic guideline for the further development and 

implementation of the project. 

 

5.4. Research recommendations  

In case that GINGER decides to start the project, it is strongly recommended to carry 

out further interviews and studies with the target group to get more detailed knowledge for 

the design process where the actual services including treatments, physical evidence etc. has 

to be designed.  

 

This could start with focus group interview based on sketches of different concept to 

get a dynamic discussion between potential customers from the segment without much 

interference from the interviewer. This would be a good supplement to the existing interviews 

and make it possible to get insight on and test some of the choices that need to be made, for 

example between the more natural healthy style chosen in this study compared to a more high 

tech solution or traditional inspired style.   
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